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A B ST R A C T
CLUSTER ING A N D H Y B R ID R O UTING IN
M OBILE A D HOC NETW O RK S
Lan Wang
Old Dominion University, 2005
Director: Dr. Stephan Olariu
This dissertation focuses on clustering and hybrid routing in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
(MANET). Specifically, we study two different network-layer virtual infrastructures
proposed for MANET: the explicit cluster infrastructure and the implicit zone infras
tructure. In the first part of the dissertation, we propose a novel clustering scheme
based on a number of properties of diameter-2 graphs to provide a general-purpose
virtual infrastructure for MANET. Compared to virtual infrastructures with central
nodes, our virtual infrastructure is more symmetric and stable, but still light-weight.
In our clustering scheme, cluster initialization naturally blends into cluster main
tenance, showing the unity between these two operations. We call our algorithm
tree-based since cluster merge and split operations are performed based on a span
ning tree maintained at some specific nodes. Extensive simulation results have shown
the effectiveness of our clustering scheme when compared to other schemes proposed
in the literature. In the second part of the dissertation, we propose TZRP (TwoZone Routing Protocol) as a hybrid routing framework that can balance the tradeoffs
between pure proactive, fuzzy proactive, and reactive routing approaches more ef
fectively in a wide range of network conditions. In TZRP, each node maintains two
zones: a Crisp Zone for proactive routing and efficient bordercasting, and a Fuzzy
Zone for heuristic routing using imprecise locality information. The perimeter of
the Crisp Zone is the boundary between pure proactive routing and fuzzy proactive
routing, and the perimeter of the Fuzzy Zone is the boundary between proactive
routing and reactive routing. By adjusting the sizes of these two zones, a reduced
total routing control overhead can be achieved.
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CHAPTER I
IN T R O D U C TIO N
A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a collection of mobile nodes th at communicate
using a wireless medium to form a rapidly deployable untethered network. In addition
to attending to its own business, each node also acts as a router, forwarding packets on
behalf of other nodes. Examples of MANET applications include: tactical operations,
search-and-rescue missions, law enforcement, and virtual classrooms, among many
others. Compared to wireline networks and to cellular networks, MANET has the
following distinguishing characteristics: (1) lack of pre-existing infrastructure, (2)
potential for accommodating rapid node mobility, and (3) all communications are
carried over the bandwidth-constraint wireless medium. Given the dynamic network
topology, decentralized control, and multi-hop connections, providing reliable endto-end communications in MANET is a very challenging problem.
This dissertation focuses on the network-layer problems in large-scale MANET.
Specifically, we study two different types of network-layer virtual infrastructures: the
explicit cluster infrastructure and the implicit zone infrastructure.
In the first part of the dissertation, we propose a novel clustering scheme based
on a number of properties of diameter-2 graphs. We view our clustering scheme as
the first step towards achieving a general-purpose virtual infrastructure for MANET.
Compared to virtual infrastructures with central nodes, our virtual infrastructure is
more symmetric and stable, but still light-weight. In our clustering scheme, cluster
initialization naturally blends into cluster maintenance, showing the unity between
these two operations. We call our algorithm tree-based since cluster merge and split
operations are performed based on a spanning tree maintained at some specific nodes.
Extensive simulation results have shown the effectiveness of our clustering scheme
when compared to other schemes proposed in the literature.
In the second part of the dissertation, we focus on hybrid routing protocols for
MANET. We develop a theoretical model for computing the total routing control
overhead of zone-based routing framework, which provides a deeper insight into the
power of hybrid routing. Further, we propose TZRP (Two-Zone Routing Protocol)
The journal model followed by this dissertation is IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed
System s.
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as a general hybrid routing framework that can balance the tradeoffs between pure
proactive, fuzzy proactive, and reactive routing approaches more effectively in a wide
range of network conditions. In contrast with the original ZRP where a single zone
serves a dual purpose, TZRP aims to decouple the framework’s ability to adapt to
traffic pattern from the ability to adapt to mobility. In TZRP, each node maintains
two zones: a Crisp Zone for proactive routing and efficient bordercasting, and a Fuzzy
Zone for heuristic routing using imprecise locality information. The perimeter of the
Crisp Zone is the boundary between pure proactive routing and fuzzy proactive
routing, and the perimeter of the Fuzzy Zone is the boundary between proactive
routing and reactive routing. By adjusting the sizes of these two zones, a reduced
total routing control overhead can be achieved. The effectiveness of TZRP has been
demonstrated through both detailed ns-2 simulations and theoretical analysis.
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter II provides
a succinct survey of clustering schemes and hybrid routing protocols for MANET.
Chapter III presents our tree-based clustering scheme. Chapter IV presents our twozone hybrid routing framework. Chapter V offers concluding remarks and maps out
directions for further investigations.
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C H A PT E R II
LITERA TU RE REVIEW
II. 1

A R E V IE W OF C L U ST E R IN G SCHEM ES IN M A N E T

A significant number of clustering (cluster initialization and duster maintenance)
schemes for MANET have been proposed in various contexts. For example, at the
medium access layer, clustering helps increase system capacity by promoting the spa
tial reuse of wireless channel [47]; at the network layer, clustering helps broadcast
efficiently [78], reduce the size of routing tables [37], and strike a balance between
reactive and proactive routing control overhead [49]. Although, on the surface, these
clustering schemes are quite different, they can be broadly classified into two cate
gories — node-centric and cluster-centric — depending on what is considered to be
atomic. In the node-centric schemes the atomic entities are the nodes, and clustering
amounts to identifying special nodes, commonly referred to as cluster-heads, that
attract neighboring nodes into clusters. By contrast, in the cluster-centric schemes
the cluster is atomic: here, clustering amounts to merging and splitting clusters to
keep certain properties.
In each category, we further group schemes according to different clustering goals,
i.e. the desirable properties of the virtual infrastructure th at the clustering schemes
generate and maintain. In the node-centric schemes, the clustering goals include dom
inating set, maximal independent set, connected dominating set, etc. In the clustercentric schemes, the clustering goals include ^-clustering, (cc, t)-clustering, M M W N
clustering, etc. In our discussion, we choose to focus more on the general proper
ties of the proposed virtual infrastructures than on the optimizations targeted at
specific applications since we believe that such a relatively application-independent
discussion can help identify and compare the contributions and limitations of differ
ent clustering schemes more fairly and clearly in the broader context of achieving
scalability in MANET.
For each clustering goal, we present a representative sample of the various ap
proaches proposed in the literature. In particular, we are more interested in those
approaches th at exhibit local behavior. A localized algorithm was originally defined
as a distributed computation in which nodes only communicate with nodes within
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some neighborhood, yet the overall computation achieves a desired global objective.
In [22], a strictly localized protocol is defined as a localized protocol in which all in
formation processed by a node is either: (a) local in nature (i.e. they are properties
of the node itself or of its neighborhood); or (b) global in nature (i.e. they are prop
erties of the network as a whole), but obtainable immediately (in constant time) by
querying only the node’s neighbors. For example, consider a protocol that builds a
spanning tree by performing a distributed Breadth-First Search involving only local
communications. Such a protocol is localized but not strictly localized since it takes
time proportional to the diameter of the network and the entire network must be
traversed before the spanning tree can be constructed. This definition of a strictly
localized algorithm better characterizes the capability of a good localized algorithm
to perform independent and simultaneous operations which is especially desirable for
MANET. In this chapter, the strictly localized criterion is adopted as an important
yardstick for comparing different clustering schemes.
II. 1.1

N ode-centric schem es

In node-centric schemes, a subset of the network nodes is selected to perform network
control functions. For example, these special nodes can work as local transmission
coordinators [29]; they also naturally form a network backbone to achieve efficient
broadcasting [78].
Using graph theory terminology, these nodes form a dominating set, maximal in
dependent set, or connected dominating set of the network. A more precise definition
of these structures follows. Consider a graph G = (V ,E ), a subset D of V is a domi
nating set (DS) if each node in V —D is adjacent to some node in D. If the subgraph
induced by D is connected, then D is a connected dominating set (CDS). In general
graphs, the complexity of finding a minimum dominating set (MDS) or a minimum
connected dominating set (MCDS) is NP-hard. A subset S of V is an independent
set (IS) if there is no edge between any pair of nodes in S. If no proper superset of
S is also an IS, then S' is a maximal independent set (MIS). Note that a MIS is a DS
in which no two nodes are adjacent.
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Basic heuristics: LCA and LCA2
Baker and Ephremides propose two basic clustering heuristics — LCA [7] and LCA2
[26]. In LCA (Linked Cluster Algorithm), a node x becomes a cluster-head if at least
one of the following conditions is satisfied: (1) x has the highest nodelD among all
its 1-hop neighbors; (2) there exists at least one neighboring node y such th at x is the
highest ID node in y ’s 1-hop neighborhood. The distributed implementation of the
LCA heuristic terminates in 0(1) message rounds under the synchronous network
model [48]. Amis et al. [4] generalize LCA to d hops (i.e., each node in the cluster is
up to d hops away from the cluster-head), and the corresponding max-min heuristic
terminates in 0 (d ) message rounds.
The LCA heuristic was revised in LCA2 to decrease the number of cluster-heads.
In LCA2, a node is said to be covered if it is in the 1-hop neighborhood of a node
that has declared itself to be a cluster-head. Starting from the lowest ID node to the
highest ID node, a node declares itself to be a cluster-head if it has the lowest ID
among the un-covered nodes in its 1-hop neighborhood. A distributed implementation
of the LCA2 heuristic is described in [47]. It terminates in O (diam) message rounds
(diam is the diameter, or strictly speaking, the blocking diameter [11], of the network),
and each node transmits exactly one message during the execution of the algorithm.
It is interesting to compare the differences between LCA and LCA2: LCA re
quires the nodelDs of both 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors, while LCA2 only requires the
nodelDs of 1-hop neighbors; on the other hand, LCA is strictly localized, while LCA2
is not. In addition, the cluster-heads in LCA form a DS, while the cluster-heads in
LCA2 form a MIS.
Many heuristics are derived from LCA and LCA2, such as the degree-based heuris
tic described in [29, 54], All of these heuristics make the implicit assumption that
each node has a globally unique ID. MAC address or IP address are examples of such
IDs. However, in some form of ad hoc networks, such a globally unique ID may not
be available in advance. The Clubs [52] algorithm tries to do clustering in such a
scenario. In Clubs, the nodes compete by choosing random numbers from a fixed
integer range [0, R). Then each node counts down from that number. If it reaches
zero without receiving a message, the node becomes a cluster-head and broadcasts
a cluster-head declaration message. A node th at hears the cluster-head declaration
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message before it has had the chance to declare itself a cluster-head becomes a mem
ber of the cluster-head node from which it first receives the cluster-head declaration.
The Clubs algorithm takes exactly R rounds to terminate. When duplicate random
numbers are chosen, neighboring cluster-heads (leadership conflict) may happen. The
expected number of leadership conflicts is proved to be at most ~ ^ 9*N (Davg is the
average node degree, N is the total number of nodes in the network).
The random count-down mechanism described in Clubs is quite similar to the
CSMA/CA medium access control mechanism widely used in wireless networks. This
suggests the possibility of integrating the clustering algorithm directly into MAC
layer [35, 41]. Such an approach is efficient as far as the number of control messages
is concerned; however, it is very inflexible since its clustering criterion is based solely
on channel access.
M axim al Independent Set
Basagni’s DMAC [11] algorithm further generalizes the LCA2 heuristic by allowing
the selection of cluster-heads based on a generic weight associated with each node
(instead of using nodelD or degree), and the resulting cluster-heads form a maximal
weighted independent set.

The dynamically changing weight values are intended

to express how suitable a node is for the role of cluster-head. How to calculate the
weight is application-dependent, and may include factors such as transmission power,
mobility, and remaining battery power, among others [9, 14, 19].
The author of DMAC also tries to generalize the algorithm so th at it is suitable
for both cluster initialization and maintenance. This is achieved by augmenting a
similar implementation as in [47] so th at each node reacts not only to the reception
of a message from other nodes, but also to the breakage/formation of a fink.
At any time, DMAC guarantees that the following properties are satisfied: (1)
Every ordinary node has a cluster-head as its neighbor (dominance property); (2)
Every ordinary node affiliates with the neighboring cluster-head that has the largest
weight; (3) No two cluster-heads can be neighbors (independence property).
To enforce the above properties, DMAC requires that when a cluster-head v
becomes the neighbor of an ordinary node u whose current cluster-head has weight
smaller than v, u has to affiliate with v. Furthermore, when two or more cluster-heads
become neighbors, those with the smaller weights have to resign and affiliate with
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the now largest-weight neighboring cluster-head. A node x th at originally affiliated
with the resigning cluster-head tries to affiliate with an existing cluster-head in its
neighborhood with a larger weight. If such a node does not exist, x becomes a clusterhead itself. This may trigger further violations of the independence property. In such
a way, resignation of one cluster-head may cause a rippling effect such that some
nearby cluster-heads may also have to resign. In the worst case, all the clusters in
the whole network have to be reformed.
In an attem pt to eliminate the global rippling effect exhibited by DMAC, in the
Least Cluster Change (LCC) algorithm described in [20], an ordinary node never
challenges current cluster-heads even if it has a larger weight. In G-DMAC [12],
adjacent cluster-heads are allowed (hence the independence property is no longer
enforced) and a node does not have to change its cluster even if it moves in the
vicinity of a better cluster-head. In ARC [17], a cluster-head change occurs only
when one cluster becomes a subset of another. These solutions greatly improve the
cluster stability compared to [11]. However, a central node is still assumed in each
cluster, and the dominance property of cluster-heads is always enforced.
C onnected D om inating Set
The straightforward application of CDS as network backbone (spine) has motivated
a significant amount of research effort aiming to design efficient heuristics to achieve
small CDS. Some approaches are based on clustering algorithms [2, 9], while others
[77, 79] build CDS from scratch. We include both approaches here for completeness.
The algorithm proposed by Alzoubi et al. in [2] consists of two phases to construct
a CDS: the first phase is the construction of a MIS; in the second phase, some special
nodes (called connectors) are selected to connect the MIS nodes together. The MIS
nodes and the connector nodes jointly form the resulting CDS. The MIS construction
algorithm is essentially the same as LCA2. After the MIS construction phase, nodes
exchange messages so that a cluster-head knows the nodelDs of all the cluster-heads
th at are located in its 3-hop neighborhood. A cluster-head selects a connector node
for all the 2-hop and 3-hop cluster-heads with higher nodelD. A selected connector
node c further selects a second connector to connect its selector s to cluster-heads
3-hop away from s and with larger nodelD than s. The maintenance of CDS involves
maintaining the MIS first (similar to the maintenance algorithm in LCC), and then
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maintaining the connection between all MIS nodes within 3-hop distance through
connector nodes. Compared to those algorithms that require a separate phase of
constructing a global spanning tree as in [1], this maintenance algorithm is strictlylocalized, hence is more practical for mobile environment. Using the unit-disk graph
model, [2] shows th at the size of CDS maintained is within a constant factor (192)
of the size of the MCDS.
In [9], Bao and Garcia-Luna-Aceves present a similar two-phase algorithm to
construct a CDS. In the first phase, a priority-based heuristic similar to LCA is
used, hence the result is a DS instead of a MIS. During the second phase, two types
of connector nodes are identified: doorways and gateways. Accordingly, there are two
steps in the second phase: in the first step, if two cluster-heads in the DS are 3-hop
away and there are no other cluster-heads between them, a node with the highest
priority on the shortest paths between the two cluster-heads is selected as a doorway;
in the second step, if two cluster-heads or one cluster-head and one doorway node
are only 2-hop away and there are no other cluster-heads between them, the node
between them with the largest nodelD becomes a gateway to connect the two clusterheads or the doorway and the cluster-head. After the two steps, the CDS is formed.
Unlike [2] in which cluster-heads are responsible for choosing connector nodes, in [9]
each node determines itself whether it becomes a connector. However, since each
node only relies on 2-hop neighborhood information to make such a decision, the
strictly localized algorithms described in [9] are only approximation of the proposed
heuristics for determining connector nodes.
In both of the above algorithms, the approach is to first construct a basic DS,
and then to add some nodes to get a CDS. The strictly localized algorithm proposed
by Wu and Li [79] takes an opposite approach. The algorithm first finds a CDS and
then prunes certain redundant nodes from the CDS. The initial CDS U consists of all
nodes which have at least two non-adjacent neighbors. Any node in this set is called
an intermediate node. Two rules are proposed to eliminate redundant nodes: Rule
1\ An intermediate node u is considered as redundant if it has a neighbor in U with
larger ID which dominates all the neighbors of u. After eliminating the redundant
nodes according to Rule 1, the nodes left in U are called inter-gateway nodes. Rule
2: Assume th at u, v, and w are three inter-gateway nodes that are mutual neighbors
with nodelD satisfying: u < v and u < w. If v and w together dominate all the
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neighbors of u, then u is considered as redundant. After eliminating the redundant
nodes according to Rule 2, the nodes left in U are called gateway nodes. These
gateway nodes form the resulting CDS. In [77], Stojmenovic et al. improve the above
nodelD-based heuristic by using (degree, x, y) as the key. Detail simulation results
comparing different versions of the heuristic, as well as the cluster approach without
any optimization for reducing the number of connector nodes (that is, all the nodes
th at have neighbors in different clusters are considered as border nodes) are also
discussed in [77] in the context of achieving efficient network broadcasting.
Besides, both CDS and DS/MIS have been studied extensively in CEDAR [75]
and its precursor Spine [74] to support QoS routing in MANET. The rationale for
preferring DS/MIS to CDS in such a context is that maintaining a good-quality
(small) CDS is much more expensive than maintaining a small DS/MIS in MANET
[75].
O ther node-centric schem es
Some other graph theoretic structures are also proposed as virtual infrastructures
for MANET, such as weakly-connected dominating set (WCDS) [3, 21], d-hop CDS
with the shortest path property [65], and k-Tree core [73]. [13] proposes a virtual
infrastructure th at imposes more constraints on a generalized MIS, i.e. the network is
partitioned into a forest with a small number of trees, and the root of each tree works
as cluster-head. These trees also satisfy depth, weight, and some other constraints
for QoS guarantees. The algorithms proposed in the above work mainly target static
ad hoc networks, hence the question of how to maintain these virtual infrastructures
in response to topology changes is left open.
II.1.2

C luster-centric schem es

Cluster-centric schemes focus on dividing a large network into manageable sub
networks to form a hierarchical structure over which essential network control func
tions can be efficiently supported.

For example, each cluster can be assigned a

unique code to promote spatial reuse of the wireless channel [47]. Each cluster can
also naturally act as unit for abstracting and propagating routing state information
[6, 8, 17, 27, 37, 42, 49, 62], In the cluster-centric schemes, there is no special node
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in a cluster, and each node is capable of assuming the role of logical cluster represen
tative if necessary. Such a more symmetric cluster has the potential to form a more
stable and robust virtual infrastructure compared to the node-centric schemes.
fc-clustering
/e-clustering has been suggested by several papers [6, 27, 42], Fernandess and Malkhi
formally define minimum k-clustering in [27] as follows: Given G = (V, E) and a
positive integer k, find the smallest value of I such that there is a partition of V into
I disjoint subsets, and the diameter of the graph induced by each subset is not larger
than k. k-clustering is NP-hard for general graphs.
A cluster initialization algorithm forming diameter-/;: clusters is presented in [27].
The algorithm works in two stages: in the first stage, a spanning tree of the network
is constructed using the MODS approximation algorithm in [1] (which works in two
stages itself); in the second stage, the spanning tree is partitioned into sub-trees with
bounded diameter. How to maintain such a diameter-/;; cluster in the face of mobility
is not discussed in [27]. In [42], forming and maintaining diameter-1 (clique) clusters
is discussed in the context of MANET routing.
There are also several clustering schemes imposing implicit constraints on cluster
diameter, such as the (a,t)-clustering [49, 50] and M M W N [8, 62] discussed below.
(a ,t)-c lu ste rin g
The objective of the (a:,t)-clustering framework [49] is to maintain an effective virtual
infrastructure that adapts to node mobility so th at a hybrid routing protocol can
be adopted to balance the tradeoff between proactive and reactive routing control
overhead according to the temporal and spatial dynamics of the network. Specifically,
the («,t)-clustering framework dynamically organizes mobile nodes into clusters in
which the probability of path availability (a) can be bounded for a period of time (t).
Since a establishes a lower bound on the probability that a given cluster path will
remain available for time t, it controls the cluster’s inherent stability. For a given a
(stability level), the role of t is to manage the cluster size, which controls the balance
between routing optimality and efficiency.
However, the definition of (a,t)-cluster needs to be refined for working effectively
in a general MANET. Note that the (a, t)-reachable relation is not transitive. This,
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together with the fact th at (a, f)-clusters do not overlap, implies that two nodes that
are relatively stable with each other are not necessarily affiliated within the same
cluster, defeating the ultimate goal of (a, t)-clustering. Indeed, the values of a and
t are crucial for the effectiveness of the protocol, and the optimum values depend on
the mobility pattern of nodes in the network. How to determine such values is not
discussed in [49].
Besides, implementing the cluster maintenance algorithm described in [49] is not
an easy task. Consider the following scenario, when a node X detects that a cluster
member Y is connected within the cluster, but not (a, f)-reachable, X will volun
tarily leave the cluster. However, it is possible that Y detects the same situation
simultaneously and also voluntarily leaves the cluster.

Obviously, this is not an

optimal behavior. Even worse, the leaving of nodes will further trigger the (a, t)unreachability of the other nodes that still stay in the original cluster. Hence a series
of leaving events may happen, leading to single-node clusters, which further triggers
node joining. This example clearly illustrates the potential convergence problem of
an (a,f)-cluster, especially when considering the mobile nature of MANET.
McDonald and Znati [50] later propose two major modifications to the original
(a,t)-clustering framework to address the above problems: (a) The pairwise (a,t)reachability in an (a,t)-cluster is considered too restrictive, hence the cluster defini
tion is revised so th at (a,t)-reachability is only required between a potential joining
node and the parent node of the cluster; (b) A node does not leave a cluster until the
cluster becomes disconnected.
M ultim edia Support for W ireless N etw ork System (M M W N )
MMWN [62] presents a hierarchical routing scheme designed for multimedia support
in large ad hoc networks. In MMWN, cluster plays a central role in aggregating QoS
routing information and limiting the propagation of topology changes.
The centralized cluster initialization algorithm described in [62] uses global linkstate information and recursive bisection to produce connected clusters within pre
scribed size limit. In each cluster, a single node, the cluster leader, performs cluster
split and merge to keep clusters within the size bounds as nodes move.
Based on the MMWN framework, [8] proposes a centralized cluster initialization
algorithm th at can generate clusters with the following desired properties: (a) Each
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cluster is connected; (b) All clusters should have a min and max size constraint;
(c) A node belongs to a constant number of clusters; (d) Two clusters should have
low overlap; (e) Clusters should be stable across node mobility. The distributed
implementation of the centralized algorithm involves creating a Breadth-First Search
(BFS) tree and traversing the tree in post order.
Cluster maintenance is also considered in [8]: (1) New node joins can cause
the violation of property (b) and (c). If (b) is violated, the above spanning-tree
based clustering algorithm is executed on the current cluster, if (c) is violated, the
clustering algorithm is executed on the whole network, hence not strictly localized.
(2) Existing node leaves may cause the violation of (b), hence the nodes in the smaller
clusters must join some other cluster. (3) A link breakage may split the cluster into
disconnected components, hence is equivalent to the scenario where an existing node
leaves.
II. 1.3

Com paring node-centric and cluster-centric schem es

The previous subsections have shown that there exists a huge variety of clustering
schemes in the literature, each with specific properties. Bettstetter and Krausser
[14] propose several general performance metrics th at can be used to analyze and
compare these significantly different schemes. The major metric proposed is the
stability of the cluster infrastructure. Indeed, a good clustering algorithm should be
designed to maintain its cluster infrastructure as stable as possible while the topology
changes [47]. Other proposed metrics include control overhead, level of adaptiveness,
convergence time, required neighbor knowledge, etc.
It is important to point out that in the series of CDS algorithms for efficient
broadcasting we discussed in Subsection II.1.1, the major performance metric used
to compare different algorithms is the ratio of nodes in the resulting CDS. Note that
this performance metric does not reflect anything about the stability of the CDS.
Such a discrepancy in the performance evaluation criteria used again reflects the fact
that a virtual infrastructure that can be exploited by and optimized for a specific
purpose does not necessarily mean a good general-purpose virtual infrastructure.
Generally speaking, one advantage of the node-centric schemes is that clusterheads (and connectors) naturally form a network backbone that can be exploited for
broadcasting and activity scheduling [78]. However, constraining all traffic to traverse
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such special nodes may reduce the throughput and is likely to impact the robustness
of the network since the cluster-heads can easily become traffic bottlenecks and single
points of failure [72]. On the other hand, the cluster-centric scheme organizes the
network into clusters th at need not contain a cluster-head. In this scenario, each node
can potentially be the logical representative of the cluster, and different nodes can
work as cluster representatives for different applications. In MANET where topol
ogy changes occur frequently, this implies a potentially more stable general-purpose
infrastructure th at can be leveraged by a multitude of applications without intro
ducing traffic bottlenecks and single points of failure. Some of the most important
differences between the various virtual infrastructures as well as the corresponding
clustering schemes are summarized in Table 1.
II.2

A R E V IE W OF H Y B R ID R O U T IN G PROTO CO LS IN M A N E T

Numerous routing algorithms targeted at small-to-medium MANET have been pro
posed in the literature, aiming to achieve good performance in terms of high through
put, low control overhead, short delay, low energy consumption, scalability, etc. Tra
ditionally, MANET routing protocols are classified as either proactive (such as DSDV
[60], OLSR [38], and STAR [28]) or reactive (such as DSR [39] and AODV [61]).
Both proactive and reactive routing protocols have their advantages and disad
vantages:
1. In terms of routing table size, a proactive protocol has to maintain entries
for all the nodes in the network, hence cannot scale well to large networks. By
contrast, routing information to only active communicating nodes is maintained
in a reactive routing protocol.
2. In terms of delay, proactive protocols have a route to the destination readily
available whenever it is needed, while reactive protocols suffer from longer route
acquisition latency due to the on-demand route discovery.
3. In terms of bandwidth consumption, reactive routing protocols are generally
considered to have lower control overhead. However, when new routes have to
be found frequently, the flooding of RREQ (route request) may cause signifi
cant overhead. In addition, a path is used as long as it is valid, hence route
optimality cannot be achieved in such protocols. This means that the amount
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TABLE 1
A Comparison of Virtual Infrastructures and Clustering Schemes

VI

Properties

Symmetry

Adaptivity

Clustering Scheme

LCA
[7],
LCA2 [26],
DMAC [11],
LCC
[20],
ARC [17]

clusterheads form
a DS or MIS

a central
node

max
number
of neigh
boring
clusterheads

node-centric; strictly
localized maintenance
only 1-hop info

Max-min dclustering [4,
5]

clusterheads form
a d-hop DS

a
cen
tral node
(d-hop)
in
each
cluster

d

node-centric; a node
needs to maintain 2dhop info; maintenance
by periodical initial
ization

Network
backbone [2,
9, 77, 78, 79]

clusterheads
and
connectors
form a small
CDS

with a cen
tral node

ratio
of CDS
nodes

node-centric; strictly
localized maintenance
requiring 2-hop info;
some need partial 3hop info for smaller
CDS

^-clustering
[6, 27, 42]

upper bound
(k) on clus
ter diameter

symmetric

k

cluster-centric;
cen
tralized initialization
(and
non-strictly
localized distributed
implementations)

(a,t)clustering
[49, 50]

lower bound
on
intra
cluster path
availability

symmetric

a and t

cluster-centric;
pair
wise
intra-cluster
(a,t) -reachability
difficult to maintain

MMWNclustering
[8, 62]

lower/upper
bounds on
cluster size;
number of
hierarchy
levels

symmetric

cluster
size

cluster-centric;
cen
tralized initialization
(non-strictly
local
ized implementation;
maintenance assumes
complete
cluster
topology
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of bandwidth wasted due to the sub-optimality of routes may become excessive
when the call-to-mobility ratio is high. On the other hand, as demonstrated by
STAR [28], by relaxing the route optimality and the consistent view constraint,
proactive protocols can potentially be designed with the same level of control
overhead as reactive protocols. In a sense, this flexibility of balancing the trade
off between routing control overhead and path optimality is an advantage of
proactive approaches over reactive ones.
The emerging consensus [16, 25] is that no single proactive or reactive routing pro
tocol operates efficiently under all network conditions. Considering diverse MANET
applications where mobility, traffic, network size, and node density may vary signif
icantly, different choices and tradeoffs have to be made in different situations. An
ideal routing protocol should be able to combine the strengths of both proactive and
reactive protocols and to adapt its behavior at the appropriate time and for the ap
propriate scope of the network. This motivates the study of hybrid MANET routing
protocols.
Ideally, a hybrid routing protocol should have the following properties:
1. efficient: the protocol should choose suitable basic components and should
integrate them organically to achieve better performance than any single com
ponent.
2. adaptive: the protocol should be able to dynamically adjust the contribution
of each component to achieve different performance goals under different net
work conditions; such adaptation mechanisms generally require a clear mapping
between performance metrics and hybridization parameters.
3. simple: the hybridization should be light-weight, avoiding excessive control
overhead.
There is a large design space for hybridization between various basic proactive and
reactive protocols, and many hybrid MANET routing schemes have been proposed in
the literature. These schemes can be classified into cluster-based and zone-based. In
the cluster-cluster schemes [37, 51, 72], explicit clusters are formed and maintained as
efficient control structures for abstracting and propagating routing information, and
the boundary of clusters is the switching point between different routing strategies.
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By contrast, in the node-centric routing schemes, each node makes use of an implicit
control structure th at is naturally associated with itself: the area that consists of all
the nodes reachable in k hops from it (i.e. its k-hop neighborhood). Such a struc
ture is constructed and maintained as a by-product of exchanging regular routing
information among nodes, and can be considered to be an implicit cluster.
II.2.1

C luster-centric hybrid routing protocols

A natural way of implementing hybrid routing is to organize the network into a hier
archy of node groups - clusters - and to adopt different routing strategies for intraand inter-cluster traffic, respectively. Indeed, hierarchically organizing a network is
a well-studied problem in large-scale wireline networks and has been shown to be
effective in minimizing the size of routing tables, thus optimizing the use of network
resources. In the case of MANET, partitioning nodes into clusters can have other
benefits as well: the clustering control structure not only makes a large network
seem smaller but, more importantly, can make a highly dynamic network appear less
dynamic, essentially hiding mobility.
As discussed in Section II. 1, many clustering algorithms are proposed for MANET
[37, 49, 51, 72]. Among them, the (a , t ) —cluster framework of [49, 51] is directly
targeted at maintaining an effective cluster topology that adapts to node mobil
ity in order to achieve a hybrid routing scheme that balances the tradeoff between
proactive and reactive strategies according to the temporal and spatial dynamics of
the network. Routing is achieved utilizing a dynamic two-level hierarchical strategy
consisting of pure proactive routing (DSDV or OLSR) and least-overhead proactive
routing (STAR) operating at each level. Each node maintains two routing tables.
The level-1 routing table consists of one entry for each destination node within the
same cluster and one entry for each neighboring cluster, indicating the next-hop
nodelD along the optimal path to the corresponding destination. The level-2 routing
table consists of one entry for each cluster in the network, indicating the next clusterlD along the current active path toward the corresponding destination cluster,
which can be resolved to a next-hop nodelD using the level-1 routing table. The
level-2 protocol requires th at one node (the node with the lowest nodelD in each
cluster) generate an update on behalf of its cluster. When a level-2 update is gener
ated, it is flooded to all the nodes in each neighboring cluster, but not transm itted
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beyond neighboring clusters. Based on STAR, every node maintains level-2 topology
information.
To forward a packet to the desired destination, a source node must first use a
location management protocol to discover the current clusterlD associated with the
destination node. This binding procedure is similar to a reactive route discovery
process, and the associated overhead is a common problem to all the cluster-centric
routing schemes. In the (a, t) —cluster framework, the level-2 information maintained
is used to infer a broadcast tree to forward a request to every cluster only once.
Furthermore, each request need only be processed by one node in each intermediate
cluster, and if the target is discovered along a given subtree, early termination of the
query thread on th at subtree is easily achieved. Finally, the request provides binding
information directly to the target of the request. Consequently, the response can be
sent directly to the source of the request via unicast routing.
The (a,t) — cluster framework clearly demonstrates the benefits and challenges
of a cluster-centric hybrid routing protocol. Generally, the hierarchical clustered
MANET forces a tight coupling between routing and clustering. It is a very chal
lenging task to determine which combination of routing and clustering algorithms is
the most appropriate for a particular network.
II.2.2

Fisheye routing and FSLS

The fisheye [40] routing concept is based on the observation that nodes do not need to
have complete topological information in order to make a good next hop decision to
reach a far away destination. Given an approximate view of the distant parts of the
network, a node can forward a packet in the proper direction toward the destination.
As the packet makes progress toward the destination, the view of the destination’s
region becomes more accurate, providing for more precise packet forwarding. This
suggests th at propagating every LSU (Link State Update) over the entire network
may not be necessary. The fisheye technique is used in FSR [30, 37] and DREAM
[10] (using location information provided by GPS). This class of approaches is further
generalized and analyzed in FSLS [69]. In FSLS, a reduction of control overhead is
achieved both in space (by limiting the scope a LSU is transmitted to) and in time
(by limiting the interval between successive LSU generations). Specifically, a node
wakes up every t e seconds, and transmits a LSU with TTL set to s* if the current
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time is 2*_1 * te * {1, 3,5,7, 9,...} (* is positive integer) seconds and there has been a
link state change in the last 2l~l * te seconds.
The choice of a good set of values {s,} is determined by the traffic pattern.
Assuming a uniform traffic distribution among all nodes in the network, the values of
Si that achieve the best balance between proactive overhead and route sub-optimality
is derived in HSLS [69]. In these fuzzy proactive protocols there is a higher chance
for short-term loops caused by routing inconsistencies due to different local views of
the network at different nodes. To the best of our knowledge, there is no mechanism
in FSLS to avoid such loops: they are detected and removed by means of TTL
expiration [70].
II.2.3

ZRP

The Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [31, 58] provides a hybrid routing framework that
is locally proactive and globally reactive. The goal is to minimize the sum of the
proactive and reactive control overhead. In ZRP, a node proactively propagates LSUs
to all the nodes in its &-hop neighborhood, where k is called Zone Radius(ZR). Thus,
each node has an up-to-date view of its routing zone, that is, all the nodes and links
in the node’s k-hop neighborhood. The routing zone nodes that are at a distance of
exactly k hops are called peripheral nodes. Each node has its own associated routing
zone (hence, its own set of peripheral nodes), and routing zones of neighboring nodes
overlap heavily.
ZRP is hybrid not only in that it adopts pure proactive routing for intra-zone traf
fic and reactive routing for inter-zone traffic but, more importantly, because the zone
structure maintained for proactive routing is exploited in the reactive routing pro
cedure through a mechanism called bordercasting. Rather than blindly broadcasting
a node’s RREQ to all its neighbors, bordercasting directs the request to peripheral
nodes only.
Using the zone topology maintained, each peripheral node decides whether to
reply to the request or to further forward it to its own peripheral nodes. The heavily
overlapping neighboring routing zones can lead to query duplication and backward
propagation. To alleviate the problem, special query control mechanisms ( Query
Detection and Early Termination) [31] are used to identify those peripheral nodes
that have been covered by the route query (i.e. th at belong to the routing zone of a
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node th at has already bordercast the query) and to prune them from the bordercast
tree. This encourages the query to propagate outward, away from its source and
away from covered regions of the network.
The latest version of bordercasting [32] works as follows. When a node receives
the first copy of a RREQ,
1. if the node is not an intended recipient of the RREQ, it is implied that the
node’s own routing zone has been covered by other bordercasting nodes. Thus,
the node marks its entire routing zone as covered and discards the RREQ.
2. if the node is an intended recipient of the request, it proceeds to process the
RREQ: if the node knows a route to the destination, it forwards the RREQ
to the destination; otherwise, the node forwards the RREQ to those 1-hop
neighbors th at span its uncovered peripheral nodes in its bordercast tree. After
forwarding the RREQ, the node marks its entire routing zone as covered.

Fig. 1.

Bordercasting in ZRP.

The efficiency of bordercasting, in terms of the number of forwarding nodes com
pared to flooding, and its effectiveness, in terms of the query success ratio compared
to flooding, depend on the traffic pattern and the instantaneous network topology.
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Consider the network topology shown in Figure 1, and assume Z R — 2. For a query
from node 1 to node 9, the RREQ is terminated at nodes 2 and 3 because both 2 and
3 have the destination inside their routing zone. In this case, most of the nodes in
the network (to wit, nodes 4-12) are not involved in the propagation of the RREQ.
However, when node 2 wants to find a route to node 8, the RREQ propagation in
volves most of the nodes in the network (except nodes 5, 8, 12) before a route is
found.
The optimal zone radius value is dynamically adjusted using Min Searching and
Traffic Adaptive Estimation [58]. For example, if the ratio of proactive overhead to
reactive overhead during a certain time interval exceeds a certain threshold, the zone
radius is reduced; if the ratio is lower than a certain threshold, the zone radius is
increased. By adjusting the globally-uniform zone radius, a good balance between
proactive and reactive control overhead can be achieved and the total routing control
overhead is minimized.
In recent work within the ZRP framework [67], it is argued that using a uniform
zone radius throughout the whole network is sub-optimal.

Instead, having inde

pendent zone radii allows each node to distributively and automatically configure
its optimal zone radius, hence performance fine tuning can be achieved. However,
in this Independent Zone Routing (IZR) protocol, each node has to know which
nodes have a demand for its LSU. In fact, exchanging explicit control messages such
as Zone Building Packet makes IZR more similar to the cluster-centric approach,
and ZRP’s simplicity due to the circular-shape zone structure and the implicit zone
membership/structure maintenance ability by LSU exchanges is compromised. The
tradeoff between the overhead and the benefits of the IZR scheme needs to be further
investigated.
II.2.4

CARD

Contact-based architecture for Resource Discovery (CARD) [34] is proposed as a
framework for resource discovery in large-scale MANET. In the context of routing,
CARD is targeted at applications in which most of the traffic consists of short flows
and small transactions [34]. In such applications, the cost of discovering routes is
usually the dominant factor instead of the data transfer as in long flows. As a result,
CARD strives to minimize the control overhead during route discovery instead of
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finding and maintaining shortest paths.
In CARD, each node maintains proactively routing information in its A-hop neigh
borhood (called vicinity) and keeps track of all the nodes that are exactly R hops
away from itself (called edge nodes). The vicinity and edge nodes are similar to ZRP’s
zone and peripheral nodes, respectively. The key difference is th at in addition to the
above information, each node maintains paths to a few distant nodes called contacts.
The underlying motivation is that, based on the small world concept, these contacts
can help find a route to distant destinations more efficiently.
The selection and maintenance of contacts is the key mechanism of the CARD
framework. Theoretically, each node should maintain as few contacts as possible to
cover as many nodes outside of the source node’s vicinity as possible. This is, to
some extent, equivalent to the source-dependent minimum fc-dominating set problem
(a ^-dominating set is a subset D such that each node is within /c-hops of a node
in D). In practice, several heuristics are proposed to provide maximum increase in
reachability with the addition of each new contact by minimizing the overlap between
contacts.
A source node s selects its contacts one by one. To select a contact, s sends a
Contact Selection Query ( CSQ) control packet to one of its edge nodes. The edge
node further forwards the packet to a randomly chosen neighbor. The receiving node
decides whether to become a contact for s by checking for overlap with s’s vicinity,
the vicinities of all the already selected contacts and the vicinities of s’s edge nodes.
If there is no overlap, then the node is selected as a contact. If the node fails to
become a contact, it further forwards the control packet. If the packet reaches a
node whose distance to s exceeds a predetermined Maximum Contact Distance (r),
the packet is returned to the last sender (backtracking). A contact is searched in such
a depth-first way until one is found. Note that since searching a contact may involve
backtracking, and multiple contacts are searched sequentially, this contact selection
phase tends to be time-consuming.
Once a contact c is selected and the route from s to c is established, this route
has to be validated periodically. If the route is broken, local recovery is used to try to
salvage it. If salvage fails or the length of this route exceeds a certain threshold, the
contact is considered lost. If the number of contacts falls below a certain threshold,
new contacts are selected.
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When the source node s needs a path to destination d, it first checks whether
d exists in the vicinity. If not, s sends a Destination Search Query (DSQ) control
packet to its contacts. The Depth of Search (D) field in DSQ controls the levels of
contacts queried. By performing such a sequential expanding ring search, CARD
avoids the complicated query control mechanisms as in ZRP. The tradeoff is a longer
route acquisition latency (when the destination is far away) than the already long
delay in the reactive route search approach. In addition, there is a tradeoff between
the maintenance control overhead and the number of contacts.
CARD provides a wide range of adjustable parameters to achieve fine tuning
for various desired performance goals. However, determining and adjusting the opti
mum values and combinations of vicinity size, number of contacts, maximum contact
distance, and maximum depth of search is a challenging problem.
Another hybrid routing protocol based on the small world concept is described
in [15] in the context of position-based routing [76].
II.2.5

L A N M A R , N etm ark, and SH A R P

ZRP and CARD make no special assumptions about individual nodes. However, in
many practical applications some nodes enjoy special properties that happen to be
relevant to routing.
LANMAR [59] is designed for MANET th at exhibit group mobility. A landmark
node is selected for a group of nodes that are likely to move together. A scope is
defined such th at each node would typically be within the scope of its landmark node.
Each node propagates link state information corresponding only to nodes within its
scope, and distance vector information for all landmark nodes. When a node needs
to send a packet to a destination within its scope, the local link state routing table
is used directly. Otherwise, the packet will be routed toward the landmark nodes of
the destination. When the packet arrives within the scope of the destination, it is
routed using local link state tables, without necessarily going through the landmark
node.
In [66], a node-centric hybrid routing protocol is proposed based on the assump
tion th at some special nodes in a MANET are more popular than others. In this
protocol, a hot-spot node is called a netmark. Paths between netmarks and ordinary
nodes are maintained proactively, while routes between ordinary nodes are set up
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on demand. SHARP [64] is also predicated on the existence of hot-spot nodes. A
proactive zone is defined around each hot-spot node. Nodes within the proactive zone
maintain routes proactively only to the central node x. The nodes th at are not in the
proactive zone of a given destination use the reactive component (AODV with the
optimization mechanisms of route caching and expanding ring search) to establish
routes to th at node. It is interesting to note th at SHARP’S proactive zone is far
more light-weight than ZRP’s routing zone. The proactive component of SHARP is
adapted from TORA [56]. The idea is th at in the proactive zone centered at node x,
a directed acyclic graph (DAG) that is rooted at x and is consisted of all the nodes
in the proactive zone is built and maintained constantly. The proactive component
has two procedures: DAG construction and DAG update. During DAG construction,
the center node sends a construction control packet, which is further forwarded by
the other nodes in the proactive zone. During this forwarding process, each node
is assigned a height value. The height is the distance of the node from the center.
A data packet arriving at a node is transm itted along the downstream link to the
neighbor with the lowest height. During DAG update, with link failures, as long as
there is a downstream link, a node does not take any specific action since a route to
the center is still available (although not necessarily the shortest). Only when all the
downstream links at a node have failed, the node reverses the orientation of its up
stream links by choosing a new height greater than the height of all its neighbors and
broadcasting a new update control packet. Each node receiving this update packet
records the new height of this neighbor and, if necessary, adjusts the orientation of
its own upstream links and initiates a new update control packet. Compared to DAG
construction, the DAG update procedure introduces less control overhead. However,
with the movement of nodes, the routes maintained may deviate significantly from
the shortest ones, and may have to involve nodes that just moved into the proac
tive zone, especially in the less dense networks. To deal with these situations, the
DAG construction procedure has to be invoked periodically. The more frequently
the DAG construction procedure is invoked, the more proactively shortest paths are
maintained at the expense of more control overhead.
Each node continually monitors network characteristics including average life
time of immediate links and average node degree. This information is sent to the
destination node periodically. The destination node also locally maintains statistics
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about the data traffic th at it has received. Using this information, each destination
independently computes the optimal proactive zone radius to bound routing control
overhead, loss rate or delay jitter.
II.2.6

Com paring different hybrid routing protocols

In this section we have reviewed various hybrid routing schemes proposed in the
recent literature, focusing on their motivations, various explicit/implicit structures
maintained, choices of basic components, and hybrid routing methodologies.
To recap, in cluster-centric protocols, explicit clusters are formed and maintained
as routing units. The clustering constraint includes node locality and group mobility.
Creating and maintaining such clusters generally involve significant overhead in the
face of mobility. By contrast, node-centric approaches can provide some extent of
scalability without involving too much overhead. However the lack of explicit control
structures may lead to inefficiency for abstracting and propagating routing states.
We have to point out that there are no fundamental differences between these
protocols. For example, CARD can be considered as generalization of LANMAR
or Netmark if mobility-group leaders or hot-spot nodes are chosen to be contacts.
LANMAR can be considered a special case of either Netmark (in a small network) or
(a, t ) —clustering (in a large network with group mobility). This similarity suggests
the possibility of further hybridizations between these protocols.
II.3

SU M M A R Y

To set the stage for discussing our work on clustering and routing in MANET, in
this Chapter, we have reviewed a number of clustering schemes and hybrid MANET
routing protocols in the literature.
Many clustering schemes have proposed to provide different virtual infrastruc
tures for MANET. Such a diversity in the resultant virtual infrastuctures reflects the
p leth o ra o f different M A N E T a p p lica tio n s. T h is in tu rn calls for a g en era l-p u rp ose

virtual infrastructure that can be effectively leveraged by a multitude of applications,
motivating our tree-based clustering scheme as presented in Chapter III.
In MANET routing, by integrating suitable proactive and reactive components
to adapt to changing network conditions, a hybrid protocol can provide better per
formance than any basic protocol. In Chapter IV, we present TZRP as a hybrid
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routing framework th at can balance the tradeoff among various routing approaches
effectively in a wide range of network conditions.
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C H A P T E R III
A T R E E-BA SE D CLUSTERING SCHEM E FO R M A N E T
Since flat networks do not scale, it is a time-honored strategy to overlay a virtual
infrastructure on a physical network. There are, essentially, two approaches to doing
this. The first approach is protocol-driven and involves crafting a virtual infrastruc
ture in support of whatever protocol happens to be of immediate interest. While the
resulting virtual infrastructure is likely to serve the protocol well, more often than
not, the infrastructure is not useful for other purposes. This is unfortunate, as its
consequence is th at a new infrastructure has to be invented and installed from scratch
for each individual protocol in a given suite. In bandwidth-constraint MANET, main
taining different virtual infrastructures for different protocols may involve excessive
overhead.
The alternate approach is to design the virtual infrastructure with no particular
protocol in mind. The challenge, of course, is to design the virtual infrastructure in
such a way th at it can be leveraged by a multitude of different protocols. Such a
virtual infrastructure is called general-purpose as opposed to special-purpose if it is
designed in support of just one protocol. The benefits of a general-purpose virtual
infrastructure are obvious.
To the best of our knowledge, research studies addressing MANET have, thus far,
taken only the first approach. Indeed, an amazing array of special-purpose virtual
infrastructures have been proposed in support of various sorts of protocols but only
a few of them may have the potential of becoming general-purpose. Our point is
that the important problem of identifying general-purpose infrastructures that can
be leveraged by a multitude of different protocols has not yet been addressed in
MANET.
We view the main contribution of the work in this chapter as the first step in this
direction. Specifically, we identify clustering as the archetypal candidate for estab
lishing a general-purpose virtual infrastructure for MANET. As shown in the survey
of various MANET clustering schemes in Section II.1, most of these schemes are de
signed for some specific purposes, and the resulting virtual infrastructures may not
be reused effectively by the other applications. For example, in clusters predicated
on the existence of a centrally-placed cluster-head, such a central node can easily
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become a communication bottleneck and a single point of failure. Consequently, the
resulting virtual infrastructure is not suitable for a number of important network
control functions including routing [72] and security.
Motivated by the idea th at a virtual infrastructure having a decent chance of be
coming truly general-purpose should be able to make a large MANET appear smaller
and less dynamic, we propose a novel clustering scheme based on a number of prop
erties of diameter-2 graphs. Compared to virtual infrastructures with central nodes,
our virtual infrastructure is more symmetric and stable, but still light-weight. In our
clustering scheme, cluster initialization naturally blends into cluster maintenance,
showing the unity between these two operations. Unlike the cluster maintenance al
gorithm in [47], our algorithm does not require maintaining complete cluster topology
information at each node. We call our algorithm tree-based since cluster merge and
split operations are performed based on a spanning tree maintained at some specific
nodes. Extensive simulation results have shown the effectiveness of our clustering
scheme when compared to other schemes proposed in the literature.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Following the motivation of
our work described in Section III.l, Section III.2 presents technicalities that underlie
the tree-based clustering scheme; Section III.3 provides the details of the tree-based
clustering algorithms; Section III.4 presents our simulation results. Finally, Section
III.7 offers concluding remarks and directions for further work.
I I I .l

M O TIVATIO N

Essentially, a cluster is a subset of the nodes of the underlying network that satisfies
a certain property P . At the network initialization stage, a cluster initialization
algorithm is invoked and the network is partitioned into individual clusters each
satisfying property P. Due to node mobility, new links may form and old ones may
break, leading to changes in the network topology and, thus, to possible violations of
property P. When property P is violated, a cluster maintenance algorithm must be
invoked. It is intuitively clear that the less stringent property P , the less frequently
is cluster maintenance necessary.
As discussed in Section II. 1, the precise definition of the desirable property P
of a cluster varies in different contexts. However, there are some general guidelines
suggesting instances of P that are desirable in all contexts. One of them is that a
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consensus must be reached quickly in a cluster in order for a cluster to work efficiently.
Since the time complexity of the task of reaching a distributed consensus increases
with the diameter of the underlying graph [48], small-diameter clusters are generally
preferred in MANET [8]. As an illustration, some authors define property P such
that every node in the cluster is 1-hop away from every other node, that is, each
cluster is a diameter-1 graph [42], A less restrictive widely-adopted definition of P is
the dominance property [7, 11, 29] which insists on the existence of a central clusterhead adjacent to all the remaining nodes in the cluster. In the presence of a central
node, consensus is reached trivially: indeed, the cluster-head dictates the consensus.
Motivated by the fact that a cluster-head may easily become a traffic bottleneck
and a single point of failure in the cluster, and inspired by the instability of the virtual
infrastructures maintained by the node-centric clustering schemes, in the clustering
scheme proposed by Lin and Gerla in [47], although the cluster initialization algo
rithm used is node-centric with the clusters featuring a central cluster-head, once
clusters are constructed, [47] eliminates the requirement for a central node, defin
ing the cluster simply as a diameter-2 graph. Only when the cluster is no longer
a diameter-2 graph will a cluster change occur. This definition imposes fewer con
straints on a cluster and hence may result in significant improvement on the stability
of the resulting virtual infrastructure. In addition, Nakano and Olariu [53] have
shown th at a distributed consensus can be reached fast in a diameter-2 cluster. In
the light of these observations, in this work we adopt the diameter-2 property as the
defining property of a cluster.
The basic idea of the degree-based cluster maintenance algorithm of [47] is the
following: when a violation of the diameter-2 property is detected, the highest degree
node and its 1-hop neighbors remain in the original cluster and all the other nodes
leave the cluster. It is expected that a leaving node will join another cluster or form
a new cluster by itself. Unfortunately, the description of the algorithm in [47] is very
succinct and many important details are glossed over.
In fact, there are several problems with the above degree-based cluster mainte
nance algorithm as discussed in [47]. To illustrate consider the cluster topology in
Figure 2(a). When the link (3,4) is broken due to mobility, the diameter-2 property
is violated. One problem is th at various nodes have a different local view, precluding
them from reaching a global consensus as to which node(s) should leave the cluster.
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(a)

Fig. 2.

An example of the degree-based cluster maintenance algorithm.

To wit, even if the highest degree of nodes in Figure 2(b) is propagated through
out the entire topology, the nodes still do not have sufficient information to decide
whether or not they should leave the cluster. For example, node 3 is adjacent to
node 2 which has degree two, thus being a highest-degree node. Consequently, node
3 decides th at it should not leave the cluster. Likewise, node 5 is adjacent to node
4 which also has the highest degree and decides th at it should not leave the cluster.
The net effect is that no node will leave, invalidating the correctness of the cluster
maintenance algorithm.
Notice th at the insecurity we just outlined stems, in part, from the fact th at in Figure
2(b) there are three highest-degree nodes: nodes 1, 2, and 5. The above problem can
be helped somewhat by using the lowest nodelD criterion to break ties. Under this
criterion, node 1 and its 1-hop neighbors, nodes 2 and 5, stay in the original cluster,
and nodes 3 and 4 leave. Thus, in this case, the original cluster is partitioned into
three clusters: {1,2,5}, {3}, and {4}.
Furthermore, if the cluster maintenance algorithm of [47] is to be fully distributed,
each node must maintain the whole topology of the cluster; otherwise, the nodes
cannot reach a consensus as to which is the unique node with the highest degree.
Note th at maintaining the complete topology of the cluster at each member node
requires flooding the formation and breakage of every link to all the other nodes in
the cluster, involving a large overhead.
The cluster maintenance algorithm of [47] tries to minimize the number of node
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An example in which the degree-based algorithm generates many leaving nodes.
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transitions between clusters and this number is used to evaluate the stability of the
cluster infrastructure. However, there is no guarantee that this algorithm will mini
mize node transitions. In the example shown in Figure 3(a), there are 2n + 1 nodes
in the cluster, numbered from 1 to 2n + 1. Nodes 1 ,2 ,... ,n are within transmission
range (R ) from each other; similarly, the nodes n + 1, n + 2 , . . . , 2n — 1 are within
transmission range from each other. W ith the breakage of link between nodes 2n —1
and 2n, the cluster is no longer diameter-2. Nodes 1, 2, . . . ,n have degree n + 2
and are the highest-degree nodes. Assume that node 1 is chosen as the maintenance
leader. In this case, according to the degree-based algorithm, n — 1 nodes (namely,
nodes n + 2 ,n + 3 , . . . , 2n) leave the cluster while, in fact, the minimum number of
nodes th at have to leave the cluster is just one as shown in Figure 3(b).
Moreover, using the number of node transitions as the sole criterion to assess
the goodness of a cluster maintenance algorithm is misleading since: (a) It implicitly
assumes th at the highest-degree node is the same as the logical cluster representative.
This assumption is not attractive since during normal operation of a cluster, the
highest-degree node may change frequently due to link changes. If every highestdegree node change results in a migration of the logical cluster representative, a
significant amount of overhead will be involved, (b) It assumes th at only leaving nodes
are responsible for the overhead in the cluster maintenance procedure. In reality,
during the maintenance procedure, all nodes in the involved clusters participate
in computation and message passing for determining the new cluster membership.
Consider an example simulation for two clustering schemes 1 and 2. During the
simulation, in Scheme 1, a cluster with 100 nodes are split once into two clusters, each
with 50 nodes; in Scheme 2, a cluster with 100 nodes decreases its size by one node for
30 times. It is not clear that Scheme 2 is definitely more stable than Scheme 1; (c) In
many cases, the degree-based algorithm generates single-node clusters. Such a cluster
is of little use and must merge with some other existing cluster. This operation should
be considered part of the overhead introduced by the cluster maintenance algorithm.
Consider the following cluster infrastructure: each node is a single-node cluster and
cluster merge never occurs. In such an infrastructure, the number of node transitions
is 0. However, this is a very poor cluster infrastructure and the benefits of clustering
are lost. This example clearly illustrates the tradeoff between cluster stability and
quality. We must consider both metrics when evaluating the performance of a cluster
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maintenance algorithm.
III.2

T E C H N IC A LITIE S

The main goal of this subsection is to develop the graph-theoretic machinery that
will be used by our clustering algorithms. As customary, we model a multi-hop ad
hoc network by an undirected graph G = (V, E) in which V is the set of nodes and
E is the set of links between nodes. The edge (it, v) £ E exists whenever nodes u
and v are 1-hop neighbors. Each node in the network is assigned a unique identifier
(nodelD). The distance between two nodes is the length of the shortest path between
them. The diameter of a graph is the largest distance between any pair of nodes.
Our cluster maintenance algorithm relies on the following theorems of diameter-d
graphs.
Theorem III.2.1 Consider a diameter-d graph G and an arbitrary edge e of G. Let
G' = G — e be the graph obtained from G by removing edge e. I f G' is connected,
then there must exist a node in G' whose distance to every other node is at most d.
Moreover, the diameter of G' is at most 2d.
Proof.

Assume th at the edge e = (u , v) is removed. Since G' is connected, there

must exist a shortest path P '(u ,v ) \ u = x \ , x 2, ■■■,Xk — v joining u and v in G1.
Consider node

Clearly, the distance from x^k^ to both u and v is unaffected

by the removal of the edge e = (u,v). We claim that the distance in G' from x ^
to all the remaining nodes is bounded by d. To see this, consider an arbitrary node
y in G and let II be the shortest path in G joining x ^ to y. If II does not use the
edge e, then the removal of e does not affect IX Assume, therefore, that II involves
the edge e. Assume, without loss of generality, that in II node v is closer to y than
u. However, our choice of
X(-|i,

guarantees that the path consisting of the nodes

, . . . ,X k - i,v ,. .. y cannot be longer than n , completing the first part of

the claim.
Consider a BFS tree of G' rooted at x^k^. We just proved that the depth of this
tree is bounded by d, confirming that the diameter of G' is, indeed, bounded by 2d.

□
Theorem III.2.1 has the following important consequence th at lies at the heart of our
cluster maintenance algorithm.
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Corollary III.2.2 Consider a diameter-2 graph G and an edge e of G. Let G' =
G —e be the graph obtained from G by removing edge e. I f G' is connected, then there
must exist at least one node in G' whose distance to every other node is at most two.
Furthermore, the diameter of G' is at most four.
Theorem III.2.3 Let G be a diameter-d graph, and let x and y be a pair of nodes
that achieve the diameter of G. Then the graph G' = G — {x} is connected. Further
more, in G ', any BFS tree rooted at y has depth at most d.
Proof. In G, x is a lcvel-d (leaf) node of any BFS tree rooted at y. Hence removing
node x does not affect the distance from y to any other node. Thus, G' must be
connected, and in G ', any BFS tree rooted at y has depth at most d. □
Theorem III.2.3 has the following important consequence that will be used in our
cluster maintenance algorithm.
Corollary III.2.4 Let G be a diameter-2 graph, and let x be a node in G such
that there exists at least one node y in G that is not adjacent to x. In the graph
G' = G — {x}, any BFS tree rooted at y has depth at most two.
Theorem III.2.5 Consider a graph G = {V,E), disjoint subsets Vi,V 2 of V , and
let G' be the subgraph of G induced by Vi U V2 .
(1) I f the subgraphs of G induced by Vi and V2 are diameter-d graphs, and
(2) if for every node x 0/ Vi, the BFS tree of G' rooted at x has depth at most d
then G' is a diameter-d graph.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary pair of nodes u, v in G. We need to show that u and
v are at distance at most d in G '. Indeed, if u ,v

G

Vi (resp. V2), the conclusion is

implied by assumption (1). Consequently, we may assume, without loss of generality,
th at u

G

Vi and that v

G

V2. By assumption (2), the BFS tree of G' rooted at u has

depth at most d, implying th at the distance between u and v is bounded by d. This
completes the proof of Theorem III.2.5. □
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III.3

O U R T R E E -B A SE D C L U ST E R IN G A LG O RITH M

In MANET link failures caused by node mobility can be predicted by the gradual
weakening of the radio signal strength. In addition, since mechanical mobility and
radio transmission occur at vastly different time scales, multiple link failures can be
treated as a series of single-link failures. W ith this in mind, in this work we adopt the
single-link failure and single-node failure models where either one link or one node
fails at any one time. We also note th at the single-node failure model can be used
to account for the scenarios where link breakages occur unpredictably.
We make the following two assumptions: (1) a message sent by a node is received
correctly by all its neighbors within a finite time, called a message round; (2) the
cluster split algorithm is atomic in the sense th at no new link/node failure occurs
during its execution.
III.3.1

T he tree-based cluster split algorithm : single-link failure

In this subsection, we discuss the details of our cluster split algorithm in the case
where a single-link failure occurs.
When a node detects the formation/breakage of one of its immediate links, it
broadcasts a H ELLO beaconing message containing its nodelD, clusterlD, cluster
size, the nodelDs and clusterlDs of its 1-hop neighbors, as well as the signal strength
of each link to its 1-hop neighbors. By receiving such beaconing messages, each node
u maintains a depth-2 BFS tree T [u ) rooted at u itself and containing only the nodes
belonging to the same cluster as u. Clearly, as long as the diameter-2 property holds,
the distance between each pair of nodes is at most two, and the tree T {u) contains
all the nodes in the cluster. Thus, each node knows the number n of nodes in its
own cluster.
In our model, each node monitors the signal strength of the links joining it with
its 1-hop neighbors. When a generic node u detects that the signal strength of one of
its links weakens below a threshold value, it reconstructs T(u). By comparing the size
|T(u)| of T(u) with n, node u determines whether all the cluster members are still
at most two hops away. If it finds that some member cannot be reached in two hops,
it broadcasts a V IO L A T IO N message to all of its 1-hop neighbors, identifying the
single-link failure causing the violation of diameter-2 property. Each node v receiving
a V IO LA T IO N message reconstructs its own tree T (v) and checks whether \T(v)\
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matches n. If there is a mismatch, the node forwards the V IO LA T IO N message to
all its neighbors; otherwise, it declares itself a maintenance leader. In other words, a
maintenance leader is a node which can reach every other node in at most two hops.
By Corollary III.2.2, after being forwarded at most once, the V IO LA T IO N message
will reach a maintenance leader. Note th at there might be multiple maintenance
leaders: each of them runs an instance of the cluster split algorithm independently.
Finally, the instance which yields the best quality new clusters is adopted.
For a generic maintenance leader x, the tree T(x) is composed of: (1) node x itself
- the root of the tree; (2) level-1 nodes, th at is, x ’s 1-hop neighbors in the original
cluster; (3) level-2 nodes, all the remaining nodes in the original cluster.
During the split procedure, there can be several different considerations as to
how to split the original cluster. Our motivation is to minimize the number of newly
generated clusters when splitting. In addition, by considering link stability during a
split, the newly generated clusters tend to be more stable.
Specifically, a generic maintenance leader x performs the following steps:
Step 1. Node x tries to find the minimum number of level-1 nodes to cover all the
level-2 nodes. A level-1 node y can cover a level-2 node z if and only if x can reach
2

through y. This is an instance of the well-known minimum set covering problem

and can be solved using the following greedy heuristic [23]:
Initially, all level-2 nodes are marked uncovered, and all the level-1 nodes consti
tute the total level-1 set. For each node y in the total level-1 set, x calculates the
number N y of uncovered level-2 nodes that can be covered by y. The node y with
the largest N y is deleted from the total level-1 set, added to the critical level-1 set
and marked as new leader. All the N y level-2 nodes covered by y are marked covered.
Node x continues the above process until all the level-2 nodes are marked covered.
We call the current total level-1 set as redundant level-1 set. For each level-2 node
z marked covered, x calculates the stability (i.e. signal strength) of the link S T A ZW
between z and every critical level-1 node w. Denote the node w that has the largest
S T A ZW as p. Node x marks w as new member of p.
Step 2. Next, x tries to use the nodes in the critical level-1 set to cover the nodes
which are left in the redundant level-1 set. For each node r in the redundant level-1
set, x determines the stability of the link between r and each of the critical level-1
nodes adjacent to r. Denote the one that has the most stable link as w\ x marks r
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as a new member of w.
Step 3. x checks whether there exist nodes in the redundant level-1 set. If so, x
marks itself new leader and all the uncovered nodes in the redundant level-1 set as
new members of x. Otherwise, x finds a new leader q which has the largest link
stability value in the critical level-1 set and marks itself as new member of q.
At this point, x has reached its cluster split decision. It broadcasts the result
through a M A IN T E N A N C E -R E SU L T message to all its 1-hop neighbors. A node
finding itself chosen as a new leader further broadcasts a M E M B E R -E N L IS T mes
sage containing its new cluster membership list. Upon receiving such a message,
each node in the original cluster knows its new membership. This completes the
split procedure in the case of a single-link failure.

(a)

Fig. 4.

(b)

An example of the tree-based cluster split algorithm.

We now illustrate the tree-based split algorithm using an example. There are five
nodes in the cluster shown in Figure 4(a). When the link (3,4) is broken, nodes 3
and 4 detect th at the diameter-2 property is violated. Each of them broadcasts a
V IO L A T IO N message. Upon receiving the V IO LA T IO N message, nodes 2 and
5 reconstruct their respective BFS trees. Since neither of them can work as main
tenance leader, they forward the V IO LA T IO N message. When node 1 receives
the V IO L A T IO N message, it reconstructs T (l) and finds th at |T(1)| = 5. At this
point, node 1 knows th at it is a maintenance leader. In T (l), node 2 covers node 3,
and node 5 covers node 4. Hence nodes 2 and 5 are chosen as critical level-1 nodes.
Assuming that link (1,2) is more stable than link (1,5), node 1 chooses to be covered
by node 2. The result of this split procedure is two new clusters: {1,2,3} and {4,5},
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as shown in Figure 4(b).
111.3.2

T he tree-based cluster split algorithm: single-node failure

Our cluster split algorithm for the case when a single-node failure occurs relies, in
part, on Corollary III.2.4. Indeed, by Corollary III.2.4, when a single-node failure
occurs in a cluster and the tree maintained by the failed node (just before its failure)
has depth two, then the resulting graph is still connected (although it need not be
diameter-2) and there must be some node th at still maintains a BFS tree with depth
at most two. This means that a maintenance leader still exists, and that we can
still use our tree-based cluster split algorithm. Specifically, when a node detects the
sudden breakage of a link to/from a 1-hop neighbor, it assumes a node failure, deletes
the failed node from its cluster membership list, and reconstructs the BFS tree. A
V IO L A T IO N message is sent out when necessary, identifying the single-node failure
causing the violation of diameter-2 property. The remaining steps are the same as
those described in Subsection III.3.1.
However, if the failed node maintains a depth-1 (as opposed to depth-2) tree before
its failure, it is possible th at none of the remaining nodes can play the role of main
tenance leader. To solve this problem, during the cluster’s normal operation phase,
when a node finds that it is the only node maintaining a depth-1 tree in the cluster,
it periodically runs a minimum dominating set (MDS) algorithm (using a greedy
algorithm similar to th at described in Subsection III.3.1) on its 1-hop neighbors, and
notifies the nodes in the MDS to become candidate maintenance leaders. When the
node fails, each candidate maintenance leader detects this failure and immediately
broadcasts a M E M B E R -E N L IS T message containing its new cluster membership
list. Upon receiving such a message, each node in the original cluster knows its new
membership. This completes the split procedure in the case of a single-node failure.
111.3.3

M erging clusters

The previous discussion focused on one aspect of cluster maintenance: the cluster
split procedure. Clearly, cluster maintenance cannot rely on cluster splitting only,
for otherwise the size of the clusters will continually decrease, and we would end
up with many one-node clusters, defeating the purpose of clustering. To prevent
this phenomenon from occurring, the other necessary component is a mechanism
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for merging two clusters. The main goal of this subsection is to discuss a simple
tree-based cluster merge procedure.
When the members of two clusters move close so that they can reach each other
in two hops, the two clusters may be merged. To better control the cluster merge
procedure and to prevent it from being invoked too frequently, we introduce the
concept of desirable size of a cluster. Specifically, given system parameters - desirable
cluster size k and tolerances a, (5 , we insist that clusters should have size in the range
[k —a, k + 0\. Clusters of size less than k —a are said to be deficient. Only deficient
clusters are seeking neighboring clusters with which to merge.
For definiteness, consider a deficient cluster A of size \A\ < k —a. By receiving
H ELLO beaconing messages described in Subsection III.3.1, the nodes in A maintain
a list of feasible clusters for merging. Among these, the one, say, B such that |A| <
|R| and |A| + |R| is as close as possible to k but not exceeding k + (3 is selected.
ClusterlD is used to break ties.

Upon selecting B as a candidate, the nodes of

A that have a 1-hop neighbor in B broadcast a M E R G E -R E Q U E S T message.
If B is not involved in a merge operation, the nodes of B th at have received the
M E R G E -R E Q U E S T message send back a M E R G E -A C K message. At this point,
every node in cluster A computes its BFS tree involving nodes in A U B . A node
in A for which the size of the corresponding tree differs from |A| + |R| sends a
V IO LA T IO N message to the other nodes in A. By virtue of Property III.2.5, if no
V IO LA T IO N message is received, A U B is a diameter-2 graph. In this case, the
nodes in cluster A broadcast a M E R G E -C O N F IR M A T IO N message to cluster
B indicating the new cluster membership and the merge procedure terminates. If,
however, a V IO L A T IO N message was received, the merge operation is aborted, a
M E R G E -A B O R T message is sent to the nodes of cluster B , and a new candidate
for merging is examined.
We note th at the merge operation takes precedence over split. To explain the
intuition behind this design decision refer to Figure 5. Here cluster X consisting of
nodes e and / attem pts to merge with cluster Y consisting of nodes a, b, c, and
d. Assume that either while the request to merge is issued or just prior to th at the
edge (a, d) broke, invalidating Y as a cluster. Rather than proceeding with the split
operation, as would normally be the case, the merge operation is given priority. As
illustrated in the figure, all nodes in X and Y detect that X \J Y has diameter two
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and is, therefore, a valid cluster. We note, however, that had X U Y had diameter
larger than two, the merge operation would have failed and the nodes in Y would
have proceeded with the split operation.

\
\

Fig. 5.

III.3.4

d

/
/

An example illustrating the priority of merge over split.

C luster initialization

The cluster merge algorithm described in Subsection III.3.3 is perfectly general and
can, in fact, be used for the purpose of cluster initialization. Initially, each node is in
a cluster by itself. The cluster merge algorithm is started as described above. The
initialization algorithm naturally blends into cluster maintenance as more and more
clusters reach desirable size.
It is worth noting th at our cluster initialization algorithm has a number of ad
vantages over the nodelD-based algorithms. First, our algorithm is cluster-centric,
as o p p o se d to n od e-cen tric. S econ d , th e n atu ral b lend o f clu ster in itia liza tio n and

cluster maintenance shows the unity between these two operations. This is certainly
not the case in the vast majority of clustering papers in the literature. Third, our
cluster initialization algorithm (just as the cluster merge) can be performed in the
presence of node mobility.
Last, our initialization algorithm results in better quality clusters than the
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(a)

Fig. 6.

(b )

An example of the cluster initialization algorithm.

nodelD-based algorithms. To see this, consider the sub-network in Figure 6(a) and
assume th at the desirable cluster size (k) is seven with tolerances a = f3 = 2. It
is not hard to see th at our initialization algorithm actually returns the entire sub
network as a single cluster - for this graph is diameter-2. On the other hand, the
nodelD-based algorithm results in many deficient clusters, as illustrated in Figure
6(b).
III.4

P E R F O R M A N C E A N A LY SIS A N D SIM ULATIO N RESULTS

In this subsection, we use simulation to demonstrate the effectiveness of our treebased clustering scheme compared to other clustering schemes in the literature. We
choose LCC [20] as a representative of the node-centric clustering schemes since it
avoids the global rippling effect and greatly reduces cluster changes compared to the
other nodelD-based algorithms. In addition, it is shown in [36] that in the unit-disk
graph model, LCC is asymptotically optimal with respect to the number of clusters
maintained in the system.
III.4.1

Perform ance m etrics

As discussed in Subsection III.l, we need to consider both cluster quality and clus
ter stability in our comparison. The number of clusters in the system is generally
considered as a good indication of the quality of a cluster infrastructure [4, 36]. A
clustering scheme that generates and maintains fewer clusters is potentially able to
accommodate more nodes in a cluster, hence providing better load balancing among
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clusters. In our simulation, we count the number of clusters in the system once ev
ery second of simulation time. We calculate the sum of these numbers divided by
the total simulation time, and we use this average number of clusters maintained in
the system to characterize cluster quality. We note, however, th at the number of
clusters maintained does not tell the whole story. Given two clustering algorithms
that maintain, essentially, the same number of clusters, we prefer the one th at gen
erates clusters of roughly equal size to the one th at generates a mix of very large
and very small clusters. Indeed, clustering schemes that generate very small clusters
have to rely on frequent cluster merges to keep cluster quality, clearly an undesirable
situation.
To evaluate cluster stability, we assume that each cluster chooses one of its mem
ber as cluster leader and takes its nodelD as the clusterlD. When a node is no longer
in the same cluster as its latest cluster leader, this node is considered as a node
changing cluster. Note th at the cluster leader defined here serves only as a reference
point th at allows us to count and compare the number of node transitions in different
clustering schemes. In LCC, the central node of a cluster is always the cluster leader.
In the diameter-2 schemes, each node initially chooses its nodelD as the clusterlD of
the single-node cluster. When two clusters merge, the clusterlD of the cluster with
larger size is used as the new clusterlD. When a cluster split happens, among the
new clusters, the one which contains the original cluster leader still keeps the original
clusterlD, and all the other clusters choose the minimum nodelD of its members as
the new clusterlD. Further, we need to clearly identify the events that can cause clus
ter changes. In LCC, there are two types of events that can cause nodes to change
clusters:
• a non-leader node is no longer adjacent to its leader; in this case, the node joins
another leader, or becomes itself a new leader;
• when two cluster leaders become neighbors, the one with larger nodelD gives
up its role, and all the nodes in its cluster either join a new cluster, or become
new leaders by themselves.
In the diameter-2 schemes, the two types of events that can cause nodes to change
clusters are:
• a cluster is no longer diameter-2, and is split to several sub-clusters;
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• a cluster merges with another cluster.
W ith the above assumptions in mind, we define two measurements to evaluate
cluster stability: (1) total number of nodes changing clusters; (2) average cluster
lifetime. Specifically, we compare the snapshots of the system taken exactly before
and after the execution of the maintenance algorithm triggered by either of the above
events. If node x’s clusterlD after the event is different from its clusterlD before the
event, then it is counted as a node changing its cluster. If a node x is a cluster
leader before the event, but no longer a leader after the event, then the cluster is
considered as disappearing and we stop increasing its lifetime. If a node x is not a
cluster leader before the event, but becomes one after the event, then a new cluster
is considered generated, and we start increasing its lifetime. The average cluster
lifetime is calculated as the sum of all the cluster lifetimes divided by the number of
clusters generated in the simulation.
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Comparing the performance of different clustering schemes: average number of clusters.
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Fig. 8. Comparing the performance of different clustering schemes: total number of nodes changing
clusters.

III.4.2

Sim ulation results

We simulate a MANET by placing N nodes within a bounded region of area A. The
nodes move according to the random way-point model [18] with zero pause time and
constant node speed V. All the nodes have uniform transmission range, which varies
from 30m to 210m in different simulations. For each simulation, we examine the
first 300 seconds of simulation time. All the simulation results presented here are
an average of 10 different simulation runs. We also plot 95% confidence intervals for
the means. The small confidence intervals show that our simulation results precisely
represent the unknown means.
A set of representative simulation results (A/’=100, A=500m x 500m, y = 5 m /s)
are shown in Figures 7 - 10. For the tree-based algorithm, we implement a baseline
version which does not consider link stability during cluster split. Also, since the
tree-based algorithm allows for controlling cluster merging frequency and LCC and
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Comparing the performance of different clustering schemes: average cluster lifetime.

the degree-based algorithm do not, we have set the desirable size of a cluster to oo.
(A)

Comparing the node-centric LCC and the cluster-centric diameter-2 schemes

Figure 7 indicates th at the average number of clusters in the system maintained by
the diameter-2 clustering schemes is about half of that maintained by LCC. Figure
8 shows th at the number of nodes changing clusters in LCC is significantly larger
than in either of the diameter-2 schemes. This is hardly a surprise since LCC is
node-centric and it is obvious that clusters predicated on the existence of a central
node (the cluster-head) are more brittle than regular diameter-2 clusters. This is
fu rther con firm ed

by F igu re 9 th a t illu stra tes th a t th e average lifetim e o f clu sters

generated by LCC is shorter than the lifetime of clusters generated by either of the
diameter-2 schemes. These results demonstrate th at by removing the central-node
constraint, the diameter-2 cluster is a much more stable structure and can provide
better quality clusters, especially in MANET applications where central node is not
necessary, such as [6, 47, 49, 62].
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Fig. 10.
Comparing the performance of different clustering schemes: total number of clusters
generated during simulation.

(B) Comparing the tree-based algorithm and the degree-based algorithm
In terms of the average number of clusters maintained in the system, the treebased algorithm is slightly better than the degree-based algorithm as shown in Fig
ure 7. Figure 9 shows th at the average cluster lifetime in the tree-based algorithm
is longer than in the degree-based algorithm. From Figure 10, we can see th at the
degree-based algorithm generates many more new clusters than the tree-based algo
rithm. On the other hand, Figure 8 shows that the total number of nodes changing
clusters is significantly larger in the tree-based algorithm than in the degree-based
algorithm. The explanation is simple: the degree-based algorithm tends to generate
single-node clusters during cluster split, while the clusters generated by the tree-based
algorithm are much more balanced. The net effect is that when a cluster split/merge
happens, a larger number of nodes change clusters in the tree-based algorithm than
in the degree-based algorithm. This result shows that the number of nodes changing
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clusters is not always indicative of the quality of the cluster maintenance algorithm.
Note th at the single-node clusters generated in the degree-based algorithm are shortliving and will be merged with other clusters soon, hence they do not significantly
influence the average number of clusters maintained in the system shown in Figure
7.
It is important to realize that what really distinguishes the tree-based algorithm
and the degree-based algorithm is the cluster maintenance overhead. Since the degree
of a node is a rather unstable parameter, in the degree-based algorithm, every link
change (formation and breakage) has to be forwarded to all the cluster members.
This is certainly not the case in the tree-based algorithm where, as long as the cluster
is still diameter-2, link formation and link breakage are propagated in the HELLO
beaconing message as described in Subsection III.3 and will not be forwarded by the
other nodes.
To take this point one step further, we count the total number of intra-cluster link
changes during the simulation. We call a link change between nodes A and B in the
same cluster benign if after the change nodes A and B remain in the original diameter2 cluster, and A and B have a common 2-hop neighbor. For example, in the cluster
shown in Figure 6(a), the breakage of link (6,7) is benign since the resultant graph is
still diameter-2, and nodes 6 and 7 have a common 2-hop neighbor (node 8). However,
the breakage of link (3,8) is not benign since nodes 3 and 8 do not have a common
2-hop neighbor. We note that, trivially, the tree-based algorithm saves at least one
message forwarding per benign link change over the degree-based algorithm. We
count the number and ratio of benign link changes, and the corresponding simulation
results are shown in Figure 11. As the simulation result shows, the ratio of benign
link changes is quite significant, and as the node density becomes higher, the savings
become more and more significant.
Our simulation results have revealed an interesting piece of evidence that speaks
for the robustness of our tree-based algorithm: even when multiple link failures occur
in a cluster, the probability of the existence of a maintenance leader is still very high.
Theoretically, when multiple edges are removed from a diameter-2 graph, there may
no longer exist a maintenance leader in the resulting graph. There are two approaches
that can be employed by the tree-based algorithm to deal with this situation. The
first approach is to predict link failure ahead of time whenever possible. Thus, when
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Comparing the maintenance overhead of tree-based and degree-based algorithms.

multiple link failures occur at the same time, all these links are actually still there,
and the maintenance leader can arbitrarily choose one link as the only broken link.
Essentially, this prevents real link failures from occurring in the first place. The
second approach is to simply let multiple link failures occur. By Corollary III.2.2, if
a maintenance leader exists, each node will know the maintenance result in at most
four message rounds. A node sets a 4-message round long timer when violation is
detected. Upon time-out, each node uses the cluster initialization algorithm described
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in Subsection III.3.4 as the last resort for cluster maintenance.
III.5

A P PL IC A T IO N

In this section, we discuss topology control [44] in mobile ad hoc networks as a sample
application of the cluster-based general-purpose infrastructure we have proposed.
Cluster-based infrastructure provides a natural framework for designing topology
control algorithms. In such a framework, no node maintains the global topology.
Instead, the framework relies on clustering where nodes autonomously form groups.
In each cluster, a centralized topology control algorithm is executed by a clusterhead, or a distributed topology control algorithm is executed by all the nodes, so
th at a some desirable topology properties are achieved in the cluster. The desired
topology properties between clusters are achieved by exchanging information between
adjacent clusters.
Motivated by the above idea, we propose a cluster-based algorithm to construct
an approximate Minimum Spanning Tree (MST). The algorithm has three phases:
(1) Phase 1: Cluster formation. A distributed clustering algorithm is used to gener
ate and maintain clusters in the network. In this work, our focus is the diameter-2
clustering we have proposed; (2) Phase 2: Forming intra-cluster MST. In our in
frastructure, since each cluster is diameter-2, a distributed MST algorithm exists
that finishes very quickly [48]. Alternatively, a leader for topology control can be
elected in each cluster, which is responsible for running a centralized MST algorithm
(such as Kruskal’s algorithm [23]). Note that this leader is a logical leader for the
topology control application only; (3) Phase 3: Connecting clusters. In this phase,
connectivity between adjacent clusters is considered. Each cluster runs the following
algorithm: by exchanging information with neighboring clusters only, a cluster knows
its shortest link to each of its adjacent clusters, as well as the shortest links between
each pair of its adjacent clusters. Based on this information, a cluster constructs a
Localized Minimum Spanning Tree (LMST) [43]. Note th at each node in the LMST
is a cluster, and each edge is the LMST is an actual link between two nodes. When
running the LMST to establish connections between two adjacent clusters, the power
assigned to the involved nodes is increased only. The collections of all edges in the
LMSTs constructed by all nodes, as well as the links selected in Phase 2, form the
resulting structure.
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Fig. 12.

Resulting structure formed by the centralized KruskaPs algorithm.

We have conducted a simulation study to determine the effectiveness of our
cluster-based MST algorithm. In this study, 100-500 nodes were distributed uni
formly at random in an area of 1000 * 1000m2. When operating at full transmission
power, each node has a transmission range of 250m. In the simulation, for a specific
number of nodes, we generate 50 different topologies. And the result is the average of
these 50 simulation runs. Also, in this simulation, we consider static topology only.
We consider the following metrics in the simulation: (1) The two most important
metrics, average link length and number of links in the resulting topology, consider
only the bi-directional links in the resulting connected structures. For a connected
network with Anodes, its MST has N —1 links. The average link length is calculated
as the sum of the length of each link divided by the number of links; (2) The degree
of the node is counted in the following way: for a node u with transmission power Pu,
and a node v with transmission power Pv. if the distance between u and v is not larger
than Pv, then node v is considered as a neighbor of u. Note th at this relationship
is not symmetric; (3) Average node power is calculated as the sum of the powers
assigned to each node divided by the total number of nodes in the network; (4) Max
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Fig. 13.

Resulting structure formed by the cluster-based MST algorithm (diameter-2).

Fig. 14.

Resulting structure formed by the cluster-based MST algorithm (with central node)
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node power: it is the maximum value among the powers assigned to the nodes in the
network.
A sample topology and the resulting structures generated by the three different
topology control algorithms are shown in Figure 12, 13, and 14. From Figure 13
and 14, we can see th at for this specific topology, seven clusters are generated by
the diameter-2 clustering scheme (clusters 0,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 , 9, 55), while eleven clusters are
generated by the lowestID clustering scheme (clusters 0,1, 2,3,4, 9,13, 43, 54, 55, 74).
More generally, for any given topology, the diameter-2 clustering scheme can poten
tially generate/maintain fewer (or equal) number of clusters than any central-node
based clustering scheme, hence there are more topology information available for
making intra-cluster decisions (since there are more nodes in a cluster) and for mak
ing inter-cluster decisions (since there are fewer clusters in the network), leading to
a better-quality global structure.
More detail simulation results are shown in Table 2. In the table, M S T is the
result using a centralized Kruskal’s algorithm, Diameter-2 and LowestID are the
results of diameter-2 clustering and the lowestID clustering, respectively.
From the simulation result, it is evident that resulting topology constructed by
our cluster-based MST algorithm approximates the MST effectively in terms of all
the four performance metrics used. Specifically, (1) The average link length of the
resulting structure is very close to the optimal value (the approximation ratio is 1.06,
1.06, 1.05, 1.08, 1.05 as the number of nodes increases from 100 to 500); the number of
links in the resulting structure is about three more than the optimal value, regardless
of the number of nodes in the networks (the approximation ratio is 1.03, 1.02, 1.01,
1.01, 1.01 as the number of nodes increases from 100 to 500); (2) The average node
degree keeps stable when the number of nodes increases; (the approximation ratio
is 1.15, 1.16, 1.14, 1.12, 1.16 as the number of nodes increases from 100 to 500);
(3) The average node power is very close to the optimal value (as the number of
nodes increases from 100 to 500; the approximation ratio of the average node power
is 1.09, 1.08, 1.07, 1.07, 1.07); (4) the approximation ratio of the max node power
is a little high (1.16, 1.27, 1.25, 1.27, 1.27 as the number of nodes increases from
100 to 500). This is expected since max node power is determined by the critical
part of a network. In fact, it is proved in [44] th at it is impossible for any localized
algorithm to construct a connected structure such that the max node power based
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TABLE 2
Performance Comparison of the Three Topology Control Algorithms

Number of nodes
100
100
100
100
100
200
200
200
200
200
300
300
300
300
300
400
400
400
400
400
500
500
500
500
500

Algorithm
Max node power
Average node power
Average node degree
Average link length
Number of links
Max node power
Average node power
Average node degree
Average link length
Number of links
Max node power
Average node power
Average node degree
Average link length
Number of links
Max node power
Average node power
Average node degree
Average link length
Number of links
Max node power
Average node power
Average node degree
Average link length
Number of links

MST
164.44
82.19
2.51
68.06
99
116.74
57.73
2.51
47.42
199
99.44
46.97
2.50
38.66
299
86.70
40.28
2.51
33.19
399
78.44
36.00
2.51
29.67
499

Diameter-2
190.32
89.89
2.89
72.14
102.42
147.80
62.51
2.90
50.32
202.58
124.19
50.41
2.85
40.70
302.78
110.51
42.94
2.81
35.74
402.92
99.75
38.36
2.80
31.09
503.58

LowestID
192.23
90.89
2.93
72.77
103.20
149.71
62.88
2.92
50.50
202.94
125.79
50.53
2.86
40.79
303.06
113.82
43.15
2.83
34.85
403.52
100.42
38.48
2.81
31.15
504.04

on this structure is within a constant factor of that based on MST.
In the simulation result, the diameter-2 clustering consistently generates betterquality structures than the lowestID clustering in terms of all the performance metrics
used; however the difference between the two is small. The reason is that the simula
tion is conducted on static topologies only, and under static topologies, the difference
between these two clustering schemes is not as dramatic as the difference in face of
mobility (see Figure 7). The advantage of diameter-2 clustering scheme is expected
to be more obvious in face of node mobility.
Finally, it is worth emphasizing that in this section we use MST construction
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as an illustration of the application of our proposed general-purpose infrastructure;
but in fact, the cluster-based infrastructure provides a powerful general framework,
and similar approaches can be used to establish many other global structures such
as strongly-connected graphs [71].
III.6

PR O O F OF SOM E PR O PE R T IE S OF D IA M E T E R -2 G R A P H S

In this section, we prove some properties of diameter-2 graphs.
Let T be a set of nodes (with transmission range D) on the plane with the following
property PP.
P I (diam eter-2 property): For every two nodes p,q G T, there exists a node
r € T such th at \pr\ < D and |qr| < D. If \pq\ < D, we can take r to be either p or
gLet Td C T be a subset of T with the following property P2.
P2 (dom inating p rop erty): For every point x € T, there exists a point y G T,i
such th at \xy\ < D.
Lem m a III.6.1 Let V be a circle.

The chord pq divides V into two parts V =

V+ U V-. Let Ur be the circle of centered at r. I f Ur covers both point p and point q,
then Ur covers either V+ or V I .
Proof. We prove by contradiction. In the following, we assume that chord pq divides
V into a left part and a right part.
Case 1: Assume th at both p and q are on the boundary of the circle UT. Since Ur
can cover neither V+ nor VL, then if there is a third intersecting point between circle
Ur and circle V, Ur is same as V. So, p, q must be the only two intersecting points
between Ur and V. Consider the arc of Ur on the right side of pq, the center of Ur
must be to the left of the center of V. On the other hand, consider the arc of Ur on
the left side of pq, the center of Ur must be to the right of the center of V. This is a
contradiction.
Case 2: Assume that only p is on the boundary of circle Ur. If Ur cannot cover
either V+ or V-, circle Ur and circle V must have at least an intersecting point on
the left side of pq and at least an intersecting point on the right side of pq. This
contradicts the fact th at three points determine a circle.
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p qw

-

w

Fig. 15.
Proof of Lemma III.6.2: w € S achieves the minimum angle , and Upwq is the circle
passing through p, q, and w.

Case 3: Assume that neither p nor q is on the boundary of circle Ur. If Ur can
cover neither V+ nor V - , circle Ur and circle V must have two intersecting points on
the left side of pq and two intersecting point on the right side of pq. This contradicts
the fact three points determine a circle. □
Lem m a III.6.2 Let V be a circle that contains T. There are two nodes p,q E T
lying on the boundary of V. The chord pq divides V into two parts V = V+ U VT,
where V+ is the larger part in terms of area. Let r be a node in T such that \pr\ < D
and \qr\ < D. Let Ur be the circle of radius D centered at r. Suppose that there is a
node r E T such that V+ C Ur, then there exists a subset

o f T with property P2

and \Td\ < 3 .
Proof. Let S be the set of nodes of T that lie in V - , but not on the chord pq. If S
is empty, then we are done. Otherwise, we prove by in d u c tio n o n th e n u m b e r of
nodes in S.
Let w E S be the node such that the angle Ipwq achieves the minimum for any
w E S. (see Figure 15)
Let Upwq be the circle that passes through p, q. and w. Our choice of w implies
th at T C Upwq.
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pq w

Fig. 16.

Proof of Lemma III.6.2 case (1): x is located outside A paw.

pqw

—w
Fig. 17.

Proof of Lemma III.6.2 case (2): x is located inside A paw.
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Let a € T be the node such that \pa\ < D and |wa| < D. Also let Ua be the
circle of radius D centered at a. Let pw and tuqp be two arcs of the boundary of Upwq
divided by the chord pui. According to Lemma III.6.1, we have: either (a) pw C Ua,
or (b) wqp C Ua.
If (b) is true, then we can replace V with Upwq, replace node r with node a,
replace p, q with p, w. We have reduced the number of nodes in S by one (point w)
and hence it follows from induction hypothesis that Lemma III.6.2 holds.
Similarly, let b G T be the node such that \wb\ < D and \qb\ < D. Then either
wq C Ub or qpw C Ub- Again, if qpw C Ub is true, it follows from induction hypothesis
and we are done.
So, the remaining case is that: both pw C Ua and wq C Ub- In the remaining of
this proof, we are going to prove that in this case, T C Ua U Ub U Ur.
Let Vpwg C Upwq be the region bounded by puTq and chord pq. Then T C Vpwq\JV+.
Since we assume th at V+ C Ur, it is enough to show that Vpwq C Ua U Ub- Let x
be the midpoint of the chord pq. If we can show that x 6 Ua and x € Ub, then the
convex region bounded by pw, xp, and wx lies in Ua, and the convex region bounded
by wq, qx, and xw lies in Ub] hence Vpwq C Ua U Ub- So it is enough to show that
|ax| < 2 and \bx\ < 2.
We first prove th at |ax| < 2. Note that a can be chosen to be any point in T
satisfying \pa\ < 2 and \wa\ < 2. So if \pw\ < 2, we may choose a = p. Similarly, if
\wq\ < 2, we choose b = q.
Since \pq\ < 4, so for every point y E. V-, we have \xy\ < 2 . So if a € VL, then
|ax| < 2, and we are done. Also, if \pw\ < 2, then a = p and |ax| < 2, and we are
done.
The remaining case is that a € V+ and \pw\ > 2. There are two sub-cases here
based on whether x is located inside Apaw.
Case (1): x is located outside Apaw (see Figure 16). Assume |ax| > 2. Then
we have |ax| + \pw\ > 4. Consider the quadrilateral apwx, we have \px\ + \aw\ >
|ax| + \pw\. Hence \px\ + \aw\ > 4. However this is impossible since \px\ < 2 and
|aw| < 2.

Case (2): x is located inside Apaw (see Figure 17). Assume |ax| > 2. In A pax,
we have |px| < 2, \ap\ < 2, so Lapx > n/3. In A wax, we have |wx| < 2, |aw| < 2, so
la w x > 7t / 3 . So, In Apaw, Ipaw < 7t / 3 . However, since \pw\ > 2, \ap\ < 2, |aw| < 2,
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we have /.paw > 7r/3. This is a contradiction.
Hence |ox| < 2. Similarly we can prove that \bx\ < 2.

□
Lem m a III.6.3 Let V be the smallest circle that contains T, and there are three
nodes p ,q ,r E T lying on the boundary o fV . Among the chord \pq\, \qr\, and \pr\, if
at least two are < D, then V is covered by at most three nodes in T.
Proof.

W ithout loss of generality, we assume that \pr\ < D, and \qr\ < D. Also

we assume th at \pr\ < \qr\. Now we draw a circle with Ur with r as center and \qr\
as radius. The area covered by Ur includes the following three parts: (1) the area
bounded by pr and p f ; (2) the area bounded by qr and q f ; (3) Apqr.
According to Jung’s Theorem [33], the center of circle V must be located inside
Apqr. This means th at Ur covers the larger part of V. Based on Lemma III.6.2, V
can be covered by at most three nodes in T.
0
T heorem III.6.4 Let T be set of nodes with property P I , then there exists a subset
Td o f T with property P2 and |T^| < 3.
Proof.

Let V be the smallest circle that contains T. By Jung’s Theorem [33], we

know th at one of the following holds:
Case (1): There are two nodes p,q E T lying on the boundary of V, and \pq\ is
the diameter of V ;
Case (2): There are three nodes p ,q ,r E T lying on the boundary of V. and the
center of V lies inside the triangle Apqr.
Let R be the radius of V. In case (1), it is obvious that R = d(T)/2 < 2. In
case (2), it can be shown that R < d { T ) / \f 3 < 4 /\/3 . (The equality holds when
\pq\ = \qr\ = \rp\ — d(T) — 4.)
For the case (1) in Theorem III.6.4, it follows directly from the Lemma III.6.2 since
node r always exists.
For the case (2) in Theorem III.6.4, there are three nodes p ,q ,r E T lying on the
boundary of V. Let x, y, z E T be the nodes such that \pz\, \qz\, \qx\, \rx\, \ry\, \py\ <
D. Let Ux,Uy,Uz be the circles of radius D centered at x , y ,z , respectively, (see
Figure 18)
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Fig. 18.
Proof of Theorem
\pz\, \qz\, \qx\, \rx\, \ry\, \py\ < 2.

III.6.4:

x,y,z

G

T

are

three

points

such

that

Let p q ,q r,fp be the arcs of the boundary of V such that pq U qrp = qr U fpq =
fp U pqr = boundary(V).
Since q,r € Ux, we have either (a) qr C Ux or (b) fpq C Ux\ similarly, either (a)
fp C Uy or (b) pqr C Uy ; either (a) pq C Uz or (b) qrp C Uz .
If any one of the above three (b)s is true, Theorem III.6.4 follows directly from
Lemma III.6.2.
So, in the following, we assume qf <ZUX , fp C Uy, and pq C Uz.
Further, if x and y are the same node, then x covers Apqr. Since the center of V
is located inside Apqr, x covers the larger part of V. According to Lemma III.6.2,
we are done.
Hence in the following, we assume that x, y, z are three unique nodes.
It remains to prove th at A pqr C f/x U Uy U Uz.
To show th at A pqr C Ux U Uy U Uz, it suffices to show that there does not exists
a point w inside A pqr such that \wx\ > 2, \wy\ > 2, and \wz\ > 2.
W e prove by contradiction. A ssum e th at there exists a point w inside
Apqr such th a t \wx\ > 2, \wy\ > 2, and \wz\ > 2.
We have three cases based on the length of edges of Apqr: (1) at least two of
them < 2; (2) exactly two edges > 2; (3) all three edges > 2.
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r

Fig. 19.
Proof of Theorem III.6.4 case (2): among the three edges of A pqr, exactly two edges
(\pr\,\qr\) are longer than two.

Fig. 20.

Proof of Theorem III.6.4 case (3): all three edges of A pqr are longer than two.
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For case (1), by Lemma III.6.3, we are done.
For case (2), assume \pr\ > 2, \qr\ > 2, \pq\ < 2. (see Figure 19). We choose p to be
z. We have: Ipqy > Ipwy, Ix r y > Ixwy, Ixpw > Ixwp. So, lpqy-\- l x r y + Ixpw >
Lpwy + Lxwy + Lxwp = 2 * II. In pentagon pqyrx, we have Lpqy + Lxry + Ixpw +
Ipxy + Lqyr + Iwpq = 3 * II. So Ipxy + Lqyr + Lwpq < II.
On the other hand, on the boundary of V, we have Ipxy > Lpx'r = pgr/2 > II/2,
lqyr > Iqy'r = fpq/ 2 > II/2. So Ipxy + lq yr > II. We have a contradiction.
For case (3), see Figure 20. We have ly p z + Ixqz + I x y r > 2 * II. In hexagon
pzqxyr, we have lyp z + Ixqz + I x y r + Ipzq + Iqxr + Iryp = 4 * II. So, Ipzq +
Iqxr + Iryp < 2 * II. However, Ipzq + Iqxr + Iryp > Ipz'q + Iqx'r + Iry'p — 2 * n .
This is a contradiction.

□
T h e o re m I I I .6.5 Consider a graph G and an arbitrary edge e of G.

Let G' =

G — e be the graph obtained from G by removing edge e. I f G' is connected, then
\MDS(G')\ - \MDS(G)\ or \MDS(G')\ = \MDS{G)\ + 1.
Proof. Assume that the edge e = (u, v) is removed.
First, if neither u nor v is in the M D S , then the removal of e does not affect the
dominance property of the M D S , and any M D S in G is still a M D S in G' , so we
have \MDS(G')\ = \MDS{G)\.
Second, if both u and v are in the M D S , then it is obvious that |MDS{G')\ =
\MDS(G)\.
Third, if exactly one of u and v is in the M D S of G. Let assume that u is in
M D S of G. Then, if v is not dominated by u in G, it is obvious that \MDS(G')\ =
\MDS(G)\. If v is dominated by u in G, and if v can also be dominated by another
node in M D S , then we have \MDS{G')\ = \MDS(G)\. If v is dominated by u in G,
but it cannot be dominated by another node in M D S , then we need to add v into
the M D S , and M D S U r is a dominating set in G'. So, | MDS{G')\ = \MDS(G)\ or
\MDS(G')\ = \MDS(G)\ + 1. □
T h e o re m I I I .6.6 Consider any diameter-2 graph G and an arbitrary edge e of G.
Let G' = G —e be the graph obtained from G by removing edge e. I f G' is connected,
then \MDS(G')\ < 4.
Proof. This theorem follows immediately from Theorem III.6.4 and Theorem III.6.5.

□
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T h e o re m I I I .6.7 There

exists

a unit-disk

diameter-2

graph G

such that

\MDS(G)\ = 3.
Proof.

We have written a Java program to generate random unit-disk diameter-2

graphs, and in the one million instances of graphs that was generated by the program,
all can be dominated by two nodes. This suggests that the probability that a unitdisk diameter-2 graph is dominated by two nodes is very high.
On the other hand, we have been able to construct a counter example that cannot
be dominated by two nodes. Consider the unit-disk diameter-2 graph shown in Figure
21. In the figure, D = 10000 unit, and the coordinates of nodes are shown in Table
3. This counterexample is inspired by Figure 11 in [33]. It can be verified by hand
or program th at this unit-disk graph is diameter-2 but cannot be dominated by two
nodes. □
TABLE 3
Coordinates of the Nodes in Figure 21

Node
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Coordinates (x, y)
(0,0)
(-10000, 0)
(10000,0)
(-8710, -4943)
(8710,-4943)
(-5080, 1360)
(5080, 1360)
(0,-17320)
(-3630, -13737)
(3630, 13737)
(-5000, -8660)
(5000,-8660)
(-2540, -7652)
(2540,-7652)
(-360, -2629)
(360,-2629)
(-2900, -7034)
(2900,-7034)

From Theorem III.6.4 and Theorem III.6.7, we know that any unit-disk diameter2 graph can be dominated by at most three nodes. Note that this is not true for
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\

Fig. 21.

A unit-disk diameter-2 graph that cannot be dominated by two nodes.

a general diameter-2 graph. For a general diameter-2 graph, there is no proved
constant upper bound on the size of its M D S .

In the examples shown in [46],

th ere is a g e n e r a l d ia m eter-2 grap h w ith 198 n o d es and m a x n o d e d egree 16, so its

\MDS\ > 12.
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III. 7 SU M M A R Y
A large number of clustering schemes for MANET have been proposed in the recent
literature. In general, we believe that a clustering scheme th at can generate a more
stable and symmetric virtual infrastructure is especially suitable for MANET, and
such a virtual infrastructure can be leveraged by a number of MANET applications
without introducing traffic bottlenecks and single points of failure.
To illustrate the feasibility of this concept we have proposed a tree-based cluster
initialization/maintenance algorithm for MANET based on a number of properties
of diameter-2 graphs. The resulting algorithm is cluster-centric and works in the
presence of node mobility. Simulation results demonstrated the effectiveness of our
algorithm when compared to other clustering schemes in the literature.
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C H A P T E R IV
A TW O -ZONE H Y B R ID RO U TIN G PROTOCOL
In this chapter, we propose Two-Zone Routing Protocol (TZRP) as a general hy
brid routing framework that can balance the tradeoffs between pure proactive, fuzzy
proactive, and reactive routing approaches more effectively in a wide range of network
conditions. In contrast with the original Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP)[31, 58] where
a single zone serves a dual purpose, TZRP aims to decouple the framework’s ability
to adapt to traffic pattern from the ability to adapt to mobility. In TZRP, each
node maintains two zones: a Crisp Zone for proactive routing and efficient bordercasting, and a Fuzzy Zone for heuristic routing using imprecise locality information.
The perimeter of the Crisp Zone is the boundary between pure proactive routing
and fuzzy proactive routing, and the perimeter of the Fuzzy Zone is the boundary
between proactive routing and reactive routing. By adjusting the sizes of these two
zones, a reduced total routing control overhead can be achieved. Further, TZRP
can be considered to be a general MANET routing framework that can balance the
tradeoffs between pure proactive, fuzzy proactive, and reactive routing approaches
more effectively in a wide range of network conditions.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section IV. 1 begins by
motivating the need to decouple concerns about traffic characteristics and mobility
in ZRP. Section IV.2 presents a high-level overview of TZRP. The details of TZRP
are discussed in Section IV.3. Section IV.4 presents our simulation results showing
that TZRP outperforms ZRP. Finally, Section IV. 6 offers concluding remarks and
maps out directions for further investigations.
IV. 1

M O TIV A TIO N

Although the Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) provides an elegant and powerful hybrid
routing framework, the choice of the specific proactive or reactive protocols used
therein is of key importance. In fact, the bordercasting mechanism — the key com
ponent of ZRP — has some very important implications on ZRP’s IARP (IntrA-zone
Routing Protocol) component: the IARP must be able to provide up-to-date topology
information of the routing zone.
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(a)

Fig. 22.

Inaccurate zone topology information can lead to query failure.

Consider the scenario illustrated in Figure 22, and assume Z R = 3. The actual
topology is shown in Figure 22(a). However, due to an IARP that fails to provide
accurate zone topology information, the topology perceived by nodes S, A, and B is
that of Figure 22(b). When S wants to find a route to D, it constructs its bordercast
tree. S prunes A from its RREQ receiving set and sends the RREQ only to B. B
further forwards it to C , which has no choice but to terminate the query thread.
Hence the query procedure fails. Since the source S has to wait for an amount
of time th at is proportional to the expected network diameter before realizing the
query failure and trying again, such a query failure can cause significantly longer
route acquisition latency. This example illustrates the importance of the freshness
and consistency of the IARP information maintained at each node. Indeed, bordercasting in ZRP requires an IARP that converges very fast, implying th at the distance
vector variants and the long-timer-based link state variants are generally not suit
able to work as IARP. By contrast, the event-driven link-state approach is the ideal
choice. However, in the bandwidth-limited MANET, frequent topology changes make
a pure event-driven implementation infeasible. Thus, most link-state approaches are
implemented in a timer-based fashion [37, 69]. That is, a LSU is sent out only at
some specific intervals. The smaller the interval, the shorter the convergence time,
and the better approximation of an event-driven link-state routing can be achieved.
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As discussed in [58], both mobility and traffic pattern influence the routing con
trol overhead and, hence, the optimum configuration of the zone radius. In a highmobility scenario, the event-driven IARP incurs a very large proactive control over
head. This drives toward a smaller zone radius. However, reducing the zone radius
also reduces the initial query hit ratio since more nodes will be outside of the node’s
immediate knowledge. For example, assume that node x ’s zone (with a radius of
five) is divided into four areas: A, B, C, and D. Using an IARP th at can approx
imate event-driven link-state routing reasonably well, some nodes in area A and C
are moving so fast th at many LSUs need to be generated. These LSUs are received
by x, and when such proactive traffic is too large, x will decrease its zone radius to,
say, four. The result is th at x no longer proactively maintains routing information to
its 5-hop neighbors, even though these 5-hop neighbors are quite stable with respect
to x. When x needs to find a route to one of these nodes, a global bordercasting
is required. Note that, although ZRP has several mechanisms to terminate a query
thread as early as possible [31], asymptotically, once the query goes out of the initial
zone, at least half of the network will be flooded [68]. Consequently, bordercasting is
still an expensive procedure compared to an immediate available route, hence should
be avoided as much as possible.
Basically, the single zone structure of the original ZRP framework is intended to
serve a dual purpose simultaneously as far as reducing routing control overhead is
concerned: (a) it maintains routes to nearby nodes proactively so that local traffic
can be routed immediately; in scenarios featuring traffic locality, this can result in
a significant reduction in reactive control overhead since it avoids global search to
a great extent; (b) it provides a structure that can be exploited to achieve efficient
flooding (bordercasting) when a global search is necessary. The key problem with
this framework is th at although accurate topology information of the circular shape
(instead of any other shape) zone is necessary for purpose (6), such information is
not necessary for purpose (a).
In fact, bordercasting is used to find a route to a destination whose location is
unknown to the source. This implies that bordercasting serves a global purpose and
the protocol must ensure that a query passes through even the weakest part of the
network and reaches the destination’s zone. Hence, inaccurate topology information
used by bordercasting nodes to prune their bordercast trees may terminate a query
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prematurely, causing a bad global effect. On the other hand, taking advantage of
traffic characteristics to reduce routing overhead serves a local purpose. As demon
strated by FSLS [69], FSR, and GSR[37], reduced frequency and accuracy in LSU
generation and propagation work well in making a local decision on the next hop to
a distant node, and history routing information to a distant node provides a good
approximation for the current route to that node.
Understanding the requirements for information accuracy of different components
of a hybrid MANET routing protocol like ZRP is important since accurate topology
is inherently expensive to maintain in MANET and hence should be limited to small
scope. The high sensitivity to mobility renders the zone structure of ZRP less useful
as a means of adapting to changing traffic patterns when mobility becomes high. This
motivate us to find a companion structure th at works well to achieve fine tuning of
the total routing control overhead when high mobility forces the zone radius to be
small.
IV .2

B A SIC ID E A OF TZR P

In outline, the basic idea of TZRP is as follows: each node x maintains two zones,
both with x as center. One is the Crisp Zone, with radius Z R C, the other is the Fuzzy
Zone, with radius Z R f . We always have Z R C< Z R f . Node x maintains proactively
the up-to-date topology of its Crisp Zone; however x does not have to know the exact
topology of its Fuzzy Zone. Instead, a fuzzy-sighted-like proactive routing protocol
[69] is employed as the IARP in node x ’s Fuzzy Zone.
In a low-mobility scenario where topology changes occur infrequently, a large
Crisp Zone can be maintained with little proactive overhead. In such a case, we
have Z R C= Z R f , which is the same as the original ZRP. In a high-mobility scenario
where it is too costly to maintain a large Crisp Zone, Z R C is reduced to a smaller
size. However, since the control overhead involved in maintaining the Fuzzy Zone
is long-timer based and, thus, largely independent of the node’s mobility pattern, a
large Z R f can be maintained. This implies that the traffic locality benefit is still
preserved to a great extent due to fuzzy proactive routing. Essentially, TZRP aims
to decouple the framework’s ability to adapt to traffic pattern from its ability to
adapt to mobility. The Crisp Zone is used to balance the influence of mobility on
the routing control overhead, while the Fuzzy Zone is used to balance the influence
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of traffic pattern on the routing control overhead. By adjusting these two radii, a
lower total routing control overhead can be achieved.
Although TZRP is proposed as an extension of ZRP, it bears some resemblance to
FSLS/FSR. However, there is a major difference: TZRP has a reactive component,
while FSLS does not. This difference implies that in FSLS, each node maintains a
routing table with G(N) entries, while in TZRP, each node maintains a routing table
with G(n + e) entries ( N is the number of nodes in the network, n is the number
of nodes in the Fuzzy Zone, and e is the number of active nodes that are out of
the Fuzzy Zone). In FSLS, as time evolves and nodes move, a node will learn of the
failure of previously computed routes due to links going down; however, the node will
not learn in a timely manner of new routes formed due to the long update interval
of the information about the far-away nodes. In a less dense network where there
are fewer alternative routes between nodes, this can lead to unnecessary data packet
droppings even when there exists a route to the destination. In fact, this problem
is common to every protocol in the FSLS family [70]. TZRP effectively solves this
problem by using a reactive component.
It is important to realize th at what really differentiates ZRP from FSLS is the
underlying assumption about the traffic pattern.

Traffic locality is a key assump

tion of ZRP, while a uniform traffic pattern across the entire network is assumed by
FSLS(HSLS). By including a fuzzy proactive component to ZRP, and by including a
Crisp Zone-based reactive component to FSLS, TZRP effectively takes advantage of
the benefits of both protocols under the guideline of making the common case fast,
and making the rare case correct [57], When traffic locality holds, TZRP works sim
ilarly to ZRP but is more adaptive to high mobility, and when traffic locality cannot
be assumed, TZRP works similarly to FSLS but reduces the chances of loops and
data packet droppings by an efficient reactive component. The Crisp Zone perimeter
is the boundary between pure proactive routing and fuzzy proactive routing, and
the Fuzzy Zone perimeter is the boundary between proactive routing and reactive
routing. In general, ZRP is a special case of TZRP where Z R f — Z R C; and FSLS is
a special case of TZRP where Z R f = oo without a reactive component. Thus, TZRP
can be considered to be a general MANET routing framework that can balance the
tradeoffs between pure proactive, fuzzy proactive, and reactive routing approaches
more effectively in a wide range of network conditions.
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IV .3

DETAILS OF T Z R P

The main goal of this subsection is to provide the details of TZRP. The key differ
ence between TZRP and the original ZRP is that our IARP component explicitly
distinguishes between event-driven IARP and timer-based IARP. Specifically, we use
a short-timer-based implementation to approximate Crisp IARP, and we use a HSLSbased implementation as Fuzzy IARP. However, we want to emphasize that the Fuzzy
IARP can be implemented using any protocol in the FSLS family [70] with different
number of scopes and update intervals.
IV .3.1

G eneration and propagation of LSU

A node x counts the current time T (in seconds), starting from T = Os. It wakes up
every ts second, and finds the largest positive integer i such that T mod (2l~x*te) = 0.
(1) If such a positive i exists, then x checks whether there was a link state change
during the last (21-1 * te) seconds. If so, then x is in Sending Fuzzy LSU mode, and L
is set to 2l_1. Further, if L < Z R C— 1, then L is set to Z R C—1; if L > Z R f — 1, then
L is set to Z R f —1. Finally, a LSU with T T L = L is generated; (2) Otherwise (i.e.,
such a positive integer i does not exist), x checks whether there was a link change
during the last ts seconds. If so, x is in SendingCrispLSU mode, and a LSU with
T T L = Z R C— 1 is generated.
The Crisp Zone structure is exploited during the propagation of a LSU. When
Z R C > 2, each node x maintains its shortest paths to every 2-hop neighbor by
exchanging LSUs with TTL—1. Node x uses the minimum number of 1-hop neighbors
to cover all its 2-hop neighbors by applying one of the well-known greedy heuristics
[77]. The selected 1-hop neighbors form a forwarding set for the LSUs received from
node x. Node x includes this forwarding set information in each LSU it generates
or forwards. When a node y receives a LSU for the first time, it integrates this LSU
into its link state table. Next, y checks whether it itself appears in the forwarding
set of the LSU; if so, and the TTL of the LSU is larger than one, then y decrements
the TTL, calculates the forwarding set, appends this forwarding set to the LSU, and
forwards it; otherwise, y discards the LSU.
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IV .3.2

C om puting C risp/F uzzy IA R P route

When a node receives a more recent LSU generated by node s, it deletes all the
existing entries with s as the source or destination in the current link state table,
and then inserts the link state entries contained in the LSU just received. When
there is a route to be resolved, the intra-zone routing table is recomputed based on
the latest link state table. Specifically, node x uses Dijkstra’s algorithm to compute
a shortest path from x to any other node of which it is aware. All the shortest
paths with length of exactly Z R C hops constitute rr’s bordercast tree, which is used
in bordercasting as described in Subsection IV.3.3.
IV .3.3

B ordercasting

If the destination node is unreachable from node x through either a Crisp IARP
route or a Fuzzy IARP route, then a reactive bordercasting procedure is invoked.
We follow the latest version of BRP described in [32]. Specifically, the nodes that are
direct children of node x in the bordercast tree constructed above form the forwarding
set for the RREQs received from node x. Node x appends the forwarding set to the
RREQ and broadcasts it to all its 1-hop neighbors. Upon receiving the first copy
of a RREQ, a node determines whether it is a forwarding node by checking the
forwarding set information piggy-backed in the RREQ. If a node finds th at it is not
in the forwarding set, it simply discards the RREQ.
A node y in the forwarding set proceeds to process the RREQ. If there is an
IARP route from y to the query destination with length not longer than Z R C (hence
a Crisp IARP route), y unicasts the RREQ to the destination, which then sends a
RREP back to the query source, indicating th at a route to the destination has been
found. Otherwise, node y constructs its bordercast tree in the following way: First,
it computes the shortest path tree with x as the root. All the nodes th at are Z R C
or fewer hops from x are marked as covered. Second, y computes the shortest path
tree with y as the root, and all the uncovered nodes as leaves. The paths of length
exactly Z R Chops constitute y’s bordercast tree. Then y appends the forwarding set
in the RREQ and further forwards it. Finally, y marks all nodes th at are Z R C or
fewer hops from y as covered.
During the bordercasting procedure, routing information is created and main
tained at the involved nodes. We adapt AODV as the IERP (IntEr-zone Routing
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Protocol). That is, during the propagation of RREQ, a backward routing entry
toward the query source is established at each forwarding node; during the propaga
tion of RREP, a forward routing entry toward the query destination is established
at each forwarding node. The destination sequence number is used in the similar
way as in AODV to prevent routing loop. Different from AODV, zone information
is used for route maintenance. When a link breakage on an active route is detected,
the upstream node checks whether the destination node can be reached through any
alternative Crisp/Fuzzy IARP route. If so, the route is locally-repaired successfully;
otherwise, a RERR is sent back to the source as in AODV.
IV .4

SIM U LA TIO N RESULTS A N D D ISC U SSIO N

We have simulated the TZRP protocol using the ns-2 simulator [55]. In our sim
ulations, we have iV=200 nodes, each of which has a radio transmission range of
Tr=250m and transmission rate of 2Mbps. Initially, the nodes are distributed uni
formly at random in an area A which is either a square or a rectangle. The nodes
move according to the random way-point model] in all our simulations, we set the
pause time to zero and each node always moves at the fastest speed V. The values
of A and V vary in different scenarios, as illustrated in Table 4. The node density,
D, in Table 4 is calculated as D = N*™Tr and corresponds to the expected degree of
a node in the underlying graph. Each simulation begins at time 0 and ends at time
190s. We collect statistics data on various control packets starting at f=10s until the
end of the simulation.
TABLE 4
TZRP Simulation Scenarios

Scenario
1
2
3
4

A (mxm)
2000x2000
2500x2500
4000x1000
5000x1250

V (m/s)
10/20
10/20
10/20
10/20

D
9.81
6.28
9.81
6.28

In our simulation, we use IEEE 802.11 DCF MAC (with RTS/CTS) as well as
an ideal MAC layer. The only difference between the two is that we assume in
the ideal MAC, broadcast is reliable and is not impaired by collisions. We choose
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to present our simulation results mainly using the ideal MAC since this allows us
to focus on understanding and analyzing the behavior of ZRP and TZRP without
being distracted by cross-layer interactions.

In fact, collision-free broadcast is a

common assumption in the existing ZRP simulations reported in the literature [58].
In Subsection IV.4.3, we will show our simulation results under IEEE 802.11 MAC.
As it turns out, using suitable broadcasting optimizations [80], T Z R P’s advantage
over ZRP demonstrated in the ideal MAC case still holds in the IEEE 802.11 MAC
case.
Our protocol relies on periodic HELLO beacons to detect link formations and
breakages. The HELLO beacons are sent every 0.1s, and the number of tolerable
missed HELLOs is two. In addition, MAC-layer link breakage detection and packet
salvage is enabled. We extend the scenario generation tool in ns-2 to generate traffic
based on a given flow distance distribution. By controlling the flow distance, we
can clearly identify whether a flow is intra-zone or inter-zone for a specific scenario.
This enables us to determine as the zone radius increases, whether the reduction in
total routing control overhead is more attributable to traffic locality or to efficient
bordercasting. In addition, the flows generated in this way have a better chance to
involve connected nodes.
IV .4.1

S en sitivity o f bordercasting to IA R P tinier

The goal of this set of simulations is to demonstrate the influence of the IARP timer
on the effectiveness of bordercasting. In our implementation, if a RREP is not re
ceived within 0.4s after the first RREQ for a query is issued, the source node resends
the RREQ and doubles its waiting time. After three failed attempts, the query is
dropped. We calculate the query success ratio at each attem pt. Combining this num
ber with the route acquisition latency provides a sufficiently good indication of the
effectiveness of bordercasting. We note that when calculating the route acquisition
latency, only successful queries are considered.
For this set of simulations, we generate 2000 queries during a three-minute simu
lation for each scenario, and examine those flows whose distance between the source
and destination is at least five hops at the instant when the flow is generated at the
source. The average route length for each scenario is shown in Table 5. We make
the duration time of each flow short and each flow has only one packet to send. The
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TABLE 5
Traffic Pattern: Average Route Length of Queries

A (m xm )
2000x2000
2000x2000
2500x2500
2500x2500
4000x1000
4000x1000
5000x1250
5000x1250

V (m/s)
10
20
10
20
10
20
10
20

Average Route Length (hops)
6.3
6.3
7.2
7.5
8.2
8.3
10.2
9.9

intention is to isolate the effects of various possible route maintenance optimizations
and focus on the route discovery procedure only. Also, in this set of simulations, we
use pure timer-based IARP (i.e. without the optimization of propagating LSU us
ing the forwarding set) since such an optimization requires accurate 2-hop topology
information, which is not the case when the IARP timer is increased. We study the
behavior of bordercasting for various values of zone radius, and the results featured
in Figures 23, 24, 25, 26 correspond to a value Z R = 3.
Figures 23 - 26 indicate clearly that node density, node mobility, and the CrispZone IA R P timer are the key factors that have a significant influence on the effec
tiveness of bordercasting.
Notice th at when node density is high (see Figure 23), node mobility has relatively
little influence on route acquisition latency and on query success ratio of bordercast
ing. This is because a large number of threads are generated for a single query, and
although some of them lose their directions and are terminated prematurely due to
the inaccuracy of topology information when mobility is high and/or IARP timer is
long, the probability th at at least one thread survives and reaches the destination
is still high. As a result, the query success ratio is relatively stable, and the route
acquisition latency only increases slightly.
However, as the node density decreases (see Figure 24), fewer threads are gener
ated for each query, and the number of alternative routes to a destination decreases
as well. In this case, the influence of the accuracy of the zone topology information on
the route acquisition latency becomes more and more obvious as mobility increases.
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The influence of IARP timer on bordercasting: scenario 1.
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The influence of IARP timer on bordercasting: scenario 2.
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The influence of IARP timer on bordercasting: scenario 3.
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The influence of IARP timer on bordercasting: scenario 4.
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When mobility is too high, queries may fail even after several retries under a long
IARP timer, leading to a significant decrease in the query success ratio.
Simulation shows that bordercasting in rectangular scenarios (see Figures 25 and
26) is more sensitive to IARP timer than in the case of square scenarios. This is
because in rectangular scenarios (1) more queries involve further-away nodes, and
(2) the number of a node’s peripheral nodes is smaller.
These simulation results clearly demonstrate that bordercasting requires accurate
zone topology and hence an event-driven IARP (or a short-timer-based IARP), not
only for theoretical correctness, but also for practical effectiveness, especially in less
dense and/or high mobility scenarios.
IV .4.2

Perform ance evaluation of TZ R P

In this set of simulations, we demonstrate the performance of TZRP compared to the
original ZRP. We use the total routing control overhead and query success ratio as the
representative performance metrics. Within the total control overhead, the number
of transmissions (including generation and forwarding) of those LSUs with initial
T T L = Z i?c-l is considered pure proactive overhead, the number of transmissions of
those LSUs with initial TTL > Z R C-1 is considered fuzzy proactive overhead, and
the reactive overhead is the sum of RREQ, RREP, and RERR transmissions. As to
query success ratio, in our simulation, a data packet is dropped in one of the following
three cases: (1) the next hop node is the node from which the packet was received,
(2) TTL has expired, or (3) the packet arrives at a node th at cannot find a route to
the destination after three bordercastings.
Note th at in the thrid case, the intermediate node can choose to drop the datat
packet immediately as long as there is not an known route and the broen route
cannot be locally reparied, without doing bordercasting for this data packet that
is not originated by itself. We do not do this in our simulation since our goal is a
reliable routing protocol in the sense th at it does not give up until a packet reaches
destination, at the cost of more reactive control overhead. So the data packet delivery
ratio reported here can be much higher than those implementations that drop data
packets more aggressively.
We use Scenario 4, with V = 20m /s, t s = Is, and te = 2s (see Subsection IV.3
for the definitions of ts and te). Here, Q queries with distance in the range of H are
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TABLE 6
Traffic Patterns Used to Demonstrate the Performance of TZRP.

Traffic
Tl
T2
T3

FT(hops)
1-5
1-5
1-32

Average Route Length (hops)
3.300
3.293
7.637

Number of Queries ( Q)
6000
3000
2500

generated between 10s and 190s simulation time, and each query is 64 bytes. The
values of H and the corresponding average route lengths of the three traffic patterns
used in the simulation are shown in Table 6. The simulation results for these three
traffic patterns are shown in Figures 27, 28, 29, 30, and 31. We also summarize the
total control overhead and query success ratio of different scenarios in Table 7.
Since this protocol is an extension of ZRP, we first illustrate a representative sce
nario th at differentiates TZRP from the original ZRP. Under traffic T l, high mobility
makes it too costly to maintain a large Crisp Zone, which is reflected in Figure 27
as a significant increase in the pure proactive overhead when ZR increases by one.
By comparison, we can notice from Figure 28(a) (b) that the increase of the fuzzy
proactive overhead is much less drastic as the Fuzzy Zone radius increases. Hence,
by reducing the Z R Cand by keeping a large Z R f , TZRP significantly reduces the re
active routing control overhead, and achieves a better balance between proactive and
reactive control overhead than the original ZRP under many (Z R C, Z Rf ) settings, as
shown in Figure 29.
The traffic intensity of T2 is smaller than T l. In this scenario, the advantage
of TZRP over ZRP is less obvious as shown in Figure 30. This is expected since
the reactive overhead when Z R C = 2 is already very small, hence the maintenance
of a larger Fuzzy Zone does not have much effect on reducing the reactive control
overhead.
Compared to T l and T2, traffic T3 has more diversity in terms of the flow dis
tance. From Figure 31 we can see that the total routing control overhead achieved by
TZRP is smaller than ZRP even when the Fuzzy Zone radius is very large { Z Rf — 32).
In fact, under this Fuzzy Zone radius setting, TZRP works similar to HSLS. To see
the difference between TZRP and HSLS under this scenario, we implement HSLS
with three different te values (Is, 2s, 4s). For fairness, we introduce the forwarding
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set-based LSU propagation to HSLS, so that the routing control overhead of HSLS is
greatly reduced. Accordingly, each node checks whether to send a LSU with TTL = 1
every second, regardless of te settings. The performance of HSLS is shown in Table 7.
(Note th at HSLS requires all the nodes flood LSUs globally once when the simulation
just begins. This part of control overhead is not included in the simulation result
shown here.) Among the three versions of HSLS, the smaller the update interval, the
higher the query success ratio. However, even when te = Is, the query success ratio is
still significantly smaller than that can be achieved by TZRP, especially in traffic T3
where there are more long-distance flows. This justifies the necessity of the reactive
component in TZRP for protocol correctness. Of course, we can further reduce the
HSLS update interval to achieve higher query success ratio, but the total routing
control overhead of HSLS will also increase significantly, which is not necessary when
the traffic demonstrates locality.
IV .4.3

The influence o f M AC on th e perform ance o f TZR P

The simulation results presented thus far were based on an ideal MAC. In TZRP
(as well as ZRP), the reliability and efficiency of MAC layer broadcast impact both
the proactive component and the reactive component of the protocol. This suggests
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TABLE 7
TZRP Performance: Total Routing Control Overhead/Query Success Ratio

Z R / ( Z R C, ZRf )
1
2

3
4
5
(2,4)
(2 ,6 )
(2 ,8 )
(2 ,1 0 )
(2 , 1 2 )
(2,32)
(3,6)
(3,8)
(3,10)
(3,12)
HSLS (te = Is)
HSLS (te = 2 s)
HSLS (te = 4s)

Tl
766367 / 99.98%
265053 / 99.91%
242510 / 99.75%
343076 / 99.77%
507319 / 99.73%
149370 / 99.21%
133254 / 99.39%
147584 / 99.29%
162371 / 99.24%
168137 / 99.43%
182646 / 99.36%
206158 / 99.57%
224435 / 99.48%
238224 / 99.48%
246195 / 99.55%
320357 / 99.15%
177877 / 98.29%
104028 / 96.16%

T2
413857 / 99.93%
153695 / 99.77%
193023 / 99.87%
324332 / 99.78%
505624 / 99.70%
115909 / 99.40%
126237 / 99.27%
144358 / 99.20%
158457 / 99.50%
166509 / 99.27%
180342 / 99.20%
201740 / 99.60%
222862 / 99.60%
236685 / 99.54%
244889 / 99.30%
320897 / 98.97%
178188 / 97.78%
103865 / 95.82%

T3
465616 / 99.75%
217428 / 98.44%
260500 / 98.18%
393763 / 98.01%
570662 / 97.06%
211218 / 97.02%
226383 / 98.03%
227307 / 97.51%
228269 / 97.17%
224054 / 96.76%
214390 / 96.00%
273942 / 97.55%
282557 / 97.53%
288463 / 96.89%
289724 / 97.00%
321254 / 88.92%
177996 / 82.83%
104359 / 74.46%
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the existence of complicated interactions between ZRP/TZRP and the underlying
MAC layer when an IEEE 802.11-like MAC is used. For example, if a LSU or RREQ
transmission is translated into multiple reliable MAC-layer unicasts, then the number
of control overhead introduced by bordercasting can be overwhelming; if a LSU or
RREQ transmission is translated into a single unreliable MAC-layer broadcast, then
Z R P/T Z R P’s behavior can become more unpredictable since either of these messages
can be lost.
On the other hand, many solutions have been proposed to alleviate such a broad
cast storm problem [80]. Studying and comparing the performance of those solutions
is not the focus of this work. Hence we choose to keep most simulation parameters
as the same values used in the ideal MAC case, only increasing the HELLO interval
to 0.5s, and the jitter value for LSU and RREQ transmissions to 0.02s. The simula
tion results under IEEE 802.11 MAC are shown in Table 8 . Comparing Table

8

and

Table 7, although LSU and RREQ collisions make the simulation results somewhat
different from those corresponding to an ideal MAC, the basic trend reflecting the
flexibility of TZRP in balancing control overhead and maintaining high query success
ratio over ZRP and HSLS is still obvious.
IV .5

TH E O R ET IC A L A N A L Y SIS OF TH E CO NTRO L O V ER H E A D
OF H Y B R ID R O U T IN G PROTOCOLS

Most existing work on ZRP is based on simulations trying to verify the intuitions that
motivate ZRP. In this section, we present a theoretical analysis of ZRP and TZRP.
We derive expressions for total control overhead induced by these routing frameworks.
These expressions provide a deeper insight into the performance of hybrid routing
protocols in general. In Subsection IV.5.1, we list the assumptions and notations we
use in our analysis. In Subsection IV.5.2, we derive the lower bound expressions for
the control overhead of broadcasting and bordercasting. Based on these expressions,
we analyze the total control overhead of ZRP and TZRP in Subsection IV.5.3 and
IV.5.4.
IV .5.1

A ssum ptions and notations

We assume th at nodes are uniformly distributed. A generic node S only commu
nicates with the nodes th at are no more than R hops away, and R is called world
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TABLE 8
TZRP Performance: Total Routing Control Overhead/Query Success Ratio, IEEE 802.11 MAC

Z R /( Z R C) Z R f )
1
2

3
4
5
(2,4)
(2 ,6 )
(2 ,8 )
( 2 ,1 0 )
(2 ,1 2 )
(2,32)
(3,6)
(3,8)
(3,10)
(3,12)
HSLS {te = Is)
HSLS (te = 2 s)
HSLS (tc = 4s)

Tl
736873 / 94.60%
220998 / 99.25%
207926 / 98.76%
281075 / 98.52%
389504 / 98.60%
138001 / 98.31%
120524 / 98.55%
126909 / 98.37%
134745 / 98.43%
137424 / 98.47%
142745 / 98.52%
181391 / 98.72%
191336 / 98.69%
199035 / 98.55%
203685 / 98.44%
241122 / 97.85%
137468 / 96.96%
86614 / 92.96%

T2
412587 / 99.47%
136184 / 99.50%
171609 / 98.87%
269553 / 98.31%
388627 / 98.81%
107278 / 98.21%
111742 / 98.41%
122827 / 98.21%
130029 / 98.14%
135791 / 98.37%
141874 / 98.37%
176973 / 98.44%
189187 / 98.61%
198291 / 98.77%
201341 / 98.71%
242796 / 98.21%
138190 / 96.25%
86270 / 92.80%

T3
545569 / 90.38%
201665 / 90.66%
230607 / 85.90%
316330 / 79.20%
420905 / 72.22%
201062 / 90.48%
205572 / 91.80%
201596 / 91.18%
198550 / 90.34%
194901 / 91.23%
184416 / 89.68%
241674 / 88.94%
243377 / 88.58%
245060 / 88.80%
243879 / 88.69%
241069 / 81.92%
138820 / 74.84%
86260 / 64.14%

radius. We list the notations used in our theoretical analysis and their corresponding
meanings in Table 9.
Note th at (1) Am is proportional to number of changes in the neighbor

list /

second; (2 ) A<is proportional to the number of queries/second,including both intra
zone and inter-zone query.
The function T (i) describes the probability that a flow has a distance < i hops.
In this Section, we use the following three definitions of T(i):

Ti (*) = | ?

(1)

r 2(<) = ^

(2 )

Ts(i) = 1 - ^

(3)
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TABLE 9
Notations Used in the TZRP Overhead Analysis

Notation
A
At
R
X
y
T (i)
Tr
P
D
a
PO
RO
TO
771

Meaning
mobility rate
traffic rate
world radius of a generic node
Crisp Zone radius of a generic node
Fuzzy Zone radius of a generic node
traffic locality function
transmission range of a node
node density (number of nodes/ m2)
node degree ( p = D /(U * Tr2))
call to mobility ratio (Xt/ \ m)
proactive routing control overhead (per node, per second)
reactive routing control overhead (per node, per second)
total routing control overhead (per node, per second)

Among the above three traffic patterns, Ti is the uniform traffic pattern. In terms
of traffic locality, T3 is more local than T2 , which is in turn more local than Ti.
IV .5.2

Overhead lower bounds for broadcasting and bordercasting

In this subsection, we derive lower bounds for two important tasks in ZRP: broad
casting and bordercasting. In a broadcasting task, the message sent by the source
node is sent to all the node in the network [77]. In comparison, the goal of a bor
dercasting task is to send the query to all levels of the peripheral nodes. Although
various efficient broadcasting schemes [77] can be used to finish a bordercasting task,
bordercasting itself does not require every node in the network should receive the
query. Understanding the difference between the goals of these two tasks is crucial
for understanding the lower bounds derived below.
Property IV .5.1 The lower bound of the overhead of a broadcasting task = Q(R'2)

Proof. First, the total number of nodes in the world = p * II * (R * Tr )2) = D * R 2
To dominate D * R 2 nodes, we need at least Q (R2) transmissions.
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Next, we construct a broadcasting scheme that achieves the Q (R 2) lower bound.
Consider the source node S of the broadcasting task. The number of nodes that are
in the distance of exactly 1 hop = D, the number of nodes that are in the distance
of exactly 2 hops = ZD* 4 —ZD* 1 = 3D, the number of nodes that are in the distance
of exactly 3 hops = D * 9 —ZD* 4 = 5D, and so on. Similarly, the number of nodes
that are in the distance of exactly R hops = D * R 2 —D * (R —l ) 2 = (2R —1)ZD.
In order for all these nodes to receive a copy of the message, we can have the
following nodes to take part in transm itting and forwarding the message: the source
node, 3 of the 1-hop nodes, 5 of the 2-hop nodes, 7 of the 3-hop nodes,..., 2 R —1 of the
( R — l)-hop nodes. So the minimum number of message transmissions/forwardings
is 1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + ... + (2R - 1) = 0(Z?2). □
P roperty IV .5.2 Consider node S and its peripheral node set P. The lower bound
of the overhead of paging P = O(x).
Proof. First, to dominate |P | = D * x 2 —D * (x —l ) 2 = D * (2 * x —1) nodes, we
need at least Q(x) transmissions.
Next, we construct a bordercasting scheme that achieves the 0(Z?2) lower bound,
let’s construct a ZD-ary tree with the nodes in \P\ as leaves. Assume its depth is h.
Then D h — D * (2 * x —1). So we have h ~ lg(2 * x). Hence the number of nodes in
the tree = 1 + D + D 2 + D 3 + D h~l =

m 2 * x. The total overhead

=

= x — h + 2 * x ~ 3 * x = 0 (x) .
□
P roperty IV .5.3 The lower bound of the overhead of a bordercasting task =
0 ( 0^
)
Proof. In an ideal bordercasting scheme, a node that is z-hop away from the bound
ary of the world terminates the query and stops forwarding it any further away from
the source node. Since each bordercasting node covers 0 ( x 2) nodes, we need at
least T h e t a ( (Rff^ ) b o rd erca stin g n o d es to cover th e w h ole netw ork. A cco rd in g to

Property IV.5.2, the minimum overhead of each bordercasting tree is 0(a;). So the
minimum overhead of a bordercasting task =

0

(

* x) =

□
Note th at we did not consider the back propagation of queries when deriving the
above lower bound for bordercasting. Although the two versions of bordercasting
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schemes proposed for ZRP [32] significantly reduce the back propagation, it is not
completely eliminated. Hence the lower bound here demonstrates the best behavior
of bordercasting in terms of control overhead, and by using this lower bound in
our theoretical analysis, we derive the lowest possible control overhead th at can be
achieved by ZRP.
IV .5.3

Overhead analysis of ZRP

In this subsection, we analyze the total control overhead of ZRP. We use the lower
bounds derived above to express the proactive and reactive overhead. For simplicity,
we omit the 0 notations in the following properties, and we also assume th at \LSU\ =
\RREQ\ =

1

in the following discussions. Note th at this simplification may influence

the absolute value of the total routing control overhead, but does not influence the
trend showing the effect of radius changes on the total routing control overhead,
which is the focus of our discussion here.
P roperty IV .5.4 In ZRP, PO = Xm * \LSU\ * x2.
Proof. This property follows immediately from Property IV.5.1. □
Property IV .5.5 In ZRP, RO = \ t * \RREQ\ * (1 - T(x)) *
Proof. This property follows immediately from Property IV.5.3. □
Property IV .5.6 In ZRP, TO = \ m * \L S U \* x2 + \ t * \R R E Q \* { l- T ( x ) ) * -{ ^ £ .
Proof. This property follows immediately from Property IV.5.4 and IV.5.5. □
When the traffic locality function is Ti, we have: TO = Am * x 2 + Xt * (1 —jjs) *
—■
zX?) . We draw the curve for TO under different a = -p*Am values, and the results
are shown in Figure 32, 33, and 34. From Figure 32 and 33, we can observe the
basic trend of zone radius’ influence on the total control overhead. This curve is very
similar to the simulation result of ZRP shown in the literature [31, 58] as well as in
Section IV.4, justifying the correctness of our theoretical model of ZRP. From Figure
34, we see that: when a = 1, the optimal zone radius = 15; when a =5, the optimal
zone radius = 26; when a = 10, the optimal zone radius = 35. This confirms the
intuition and simulation results which suggest th at in ZRP high call to mobility ratio
favors larger zone radius, while low call to mobility ratio favors smaller zone radius
[31, 58, 67],
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ZRP control overhead (traffic T l): high call-to-mobility-ratio, zoomed in.

When the traffic locality function is T2, we have: TO = Am * x 2 + Xt * (1 —

*

. We draw the curve for TO under different a values, and the results are shown
in Figure 35, 36, and 37. Comparing with the total overhead under T l, little changes
in the overall behavior are observed.
When the traffic locality function is T3, we have: TO = \ m* x 2 + A
We draw the curve for TO under different a values, and the results are shown in Figure
38, 39, and 40. Under this traffic pattern, strong traffic locality is demonstrated. This
drives the optimal zone radius to a much smaller value when compared with the above
two traffic patterns (6 , 8 , 9 in Figure 40 vs. 15, 26, 35 in Figure 34).
It is worth pointing out that ZRP’s ability in balancing the proactive overhead
and reactive overhead by changing zone radius heavily depends on how the imple
mentation of each component actually approximates the overhead lower bound. For
example, when efficient broadcasting [77] is used to do bordercasting, then RO = R 2.
Hence we have:
TO = \ m * x 2 + \ t * T(x) * R 2
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Under uniform traffic pattern,
T O = Am * x 2 + A* * (1 - JL ) * jR2 = (Am - At) * x 2 + Xt * R 2
The derivative is:

dTO
dx

2

* x * (Am

At)

(5)

(6 )

According to the derivative,
1. when Xm > At , TO is an increasing function, hence it achieves its minimum
value at x =
2

0

, which is pure reactive;

. when Xm < At , TO is a decreasing function, hence it achieves its minimum
value at x = R, which is pure proactive;

3. when Am = At, the value of x is irrelevant, and TO = Xt * R 2.
Hence in this case of bordercasting approximation, the smallest control overhead
that can be achieved by ZRP is always equal to the control overhead of either the pure
proactive protocol or the pure reactive protocol. The only role th at ZRP can play is
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to switch between these two basic protocols based on a given network condition, and
none of the intermediate zone radius settings can achieve lower total control overhead
than basic components.
Comparing the different conclusions we draw about ZRP when using the theoret
ical bound and the approximation overhead of bordercasting, we can see that ZRP
provides a powerful hybrid routing framework that is more than simply switching
between basic protocols. Indeed, the synergy provided by exploiting zone topology
in bordercasting has the potential to make the framework achieve smaller control
overhead than either of the basic component protocols alone, and this is where the
power of ZRP lies.
IV .5.4

O verhead analysis of T Z R P

In this subsection, we analyze the total control overhead of TZRP.
P roperty IV .5.7 In TZRP, PO — Xm * \LSU\ * (x 2 + y );
Proof. It is obvious th at the overhead for maintaining the Crisp Zone is \ m * \LSU\ *
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To compute the overhead for maintaining the Fuzzy Zone, we assume HSLS is
used as the Fuzzy Proactive component of TZRP. Assume th at y = 2@. Every Xm
link changes is broadcast with T T L = 1, which is received by D nodes; every 2 * Am
link changes is broadcast with T T L = 2, which is received by (22) * D, every 4 * Am
link changes is broadcast with T T L = 4, which is received by (42) * D, every
link changes is broadcast with T T L =

8

8

* Am

, which is received by (8 2) * D, ..., every

y * Am link changes is broadcast with T T L = y, which is received by (y2) * D.
So the Fuzzy Proactive overhead = 0(1 + y + ~ + y + ... + ^ f) = 0 ( y iy ) =
0

(y).

□
P roperty IV .5.8 In TZRP, RO = Xt*\R R E Q \*(F uzzyZoneF ailureR ate*(T(y) —
T(x)) +

(1 -

T(y)))

* ^

;

Proof. In TZRP, there are two cases that can trigger the execution of bordercasting:
(1) the destination is located out of the Fuzzy Zone; (2) Fuzzy Zone routing failure.
Based on Property IV.5.5, the overhead caused by case (1) = A* * \RREQ\ * (1 —
T(y) *

The overhead caused by case (2 ) = Xt*\R R E Q \*F uzzyZoneF ailureR ate*(T(y) —
T(x)) *

■ In the expression, Xt * F u zzy Zone Failure Rate * (T(y) —T(x)) is the

rate of traffic th at is destined to those nodes that are located out of the Crisp Zone
but inside the Fuzzy Zone, and FuzzyZoneF ailureR ate of them fail due to fuzzy
information.
F uzzyZ oneF ailureR ate can be modeled using a very small constant as in [70].
Or it can be modeled as ( j y ) D, which more accurately reflects the influence of mo
bility and density. □
P rop erty IV .5.9 In TZRP, T O = Xm * \LSU\ * (x 2 + y) + At * \RREQ\ *
{F uzzy Z oneF ailureRate * (T(y) —T{x)) +
P roof.

(1

—T(y))) *

T h is p rop erty follow s im m e d ia te ly from P ro p erty IV .5 .7 an d IV .5.8. □

The difference between TZRP and ZRP can be illustrated using several repre
sentative scenarios. In Figure 41 and 42, we show the total control overhead using
traffic function Ti,and R = 100, D =
of a = ^

= j,

6

viewed from two different angles. The settings

respectively. In all these scenarios, we can see that TZRP

achieves lowest total control overhead that cannot be achieved by ZRP.
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TZRP control overhead (traffic T l): x = [1, 40], y = [1, 100], angle 1.

The benefit of TZRP becomes more obvious under local traffic pattern

and T3

as demonstrated in Figure 43, 44, 45, and 46.
A more comprehensive comparison between TZRP and ZRP requires a more
detailed analysis of the constants used in the expressions we derived above, and we
leave it as our future work.
IV .

6

SU M M A R Y

To set the stage for discussing our novel hybrid routing framework, in Section

II.2

we have reviewed a number of hybrid MANET routing protocols proposed in the
literature. By integrating suitable proactive and reactive components to adapt to
changing network conditions, a hybrid protocol can provide better performance in
a wide range of MANET environments.

One such protocol, the prominent Zone

Routing Protocol (ZRP), provides a hybrid routing framework th at is locally proac
tive and globally reactive, with the goal of minimizing the sum of the proactive and
reactive control overhead.
We propose Two-Zone Routing Protocol (TZRP) as a general hybrid routing
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framework th at can balance the tradeoffs between pure proactive, fuzzy proactive,
and reactive routing approaches more effectively than ZRP in a wide range of network
conditions. Our key observation is that in the original ZRP the zone serves a dual
purpose. TZRP uses two different zones - different in both topology information
and update mechanisms - in order to decouple the framework’s ability to adapt to
traffic characteristics from the ability to adapt to mobility. By adjusting these two
radii, a lower total routing control overhead can be achieved. We demonstrate the
effectiveness of TZRP through extensive simulations and theoretical analysis.
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CHAPTER V
SU M M A R Y A N D FU T U R E W ORK
V .l

SU M M A R Y

This dissertation has been focused on studying virtual infrastructures in MANET.
In the first part of the dissertation, we study cluster - an explicit virtual infras
tructure proposed for MANET. Motivated by the idea that providing general-purpose
infrastructures makes a large MANET appear smaller and less dynamic, we propose
a novel clustering scheme based on a number of properties of diameter-2 graphs.
Compared to virtual infrastructures with central nodes, our virtual infrastructure is
more symmetric and stable, but still light-weight. In our clustering scheme, cluster
initialization naturally blends into cluster maintenance, showing the unity between
these two operations. Unlike the cluster maintenance algorithm in [47], our algo
rithm does not require maintaining complete cluster topology information at each
node. We call our algorithm tree-based since cluster merge and split operations are
performed based on a spanning tree maintained at some specific nodes.
In the second part of the dissertation, we study zone, an implicit virtual infras
tructure, and its applications in hybrid routing. We develop a theoretical model for
the routing control overhead of zone-based hybrid routing protocols, which provides
a deeper insight into the power of hybrid routing. We propose a novel hybrid rout
ing framework TZRP. By integrating pure proactive, fuzzy proactive, and reactive
routing approaches under the same framework, TZRP can adapt to a wide range of
network conditions. The effectiveness of TZRP has been demonstrated through both
detailed ns-2 simulations and theoretical analysis.
V .2

FU TU R E W ORK

T h ere are still m a n y in tere stin g and im p o rta n t research p rob lem s to b e so lv ed in th e
a b ove work.

In the clustering part, the tree-based clustering algorithm proposed in this disser
tation can be further generalized to achieve (d l, ^ -c lu ste rin g in which: two clusters
merge when the diameter of the resulting cluster is not larger than dl, and a cluster is
split into several diameter- dl clusters if its diameter is larger than d2. By adaptively
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changing the values of dl and d2, a stable and symmetric general-purpose virtual
infrastructure can be achieved efficiently in large-scale MANET.
In the hybrid routing part, we are working on a more detailed analytical model
of TZRP. Also, efficient adaptive mechanisms to adjust the Crisp/Fuzzy Zone radius
dynamically need further investigation. In addition, simulations focusing on larger
networks and cross-layer interactions may provide more insight into the performance
of TZRP. There is some asymmetry in the use of the Crisp and Fuzzy Zones in
servicing route discovery. It would be highly desirable to use the fuzzy information
inherent in the Fuzzy Zone to achieve a robust form of fuzzy bordercasting, leading
to a hybrid routing framework th at is more general than TZRP. This promises to be
an exciting area for further work.
Finally, our two main contributions in this work can be combined together under
the broad context of QoS provisioning in MANET. Integrating explicit clustering
schemes at the node level and TZRP scheme at the cluster level has the potential to
provide an adaptive and robust QoS provisioning framework for large-scale MANET.
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